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*Recognised Hydrotherapy provider by Petplan* 
 
   Canine hydrotherapy involves the use of swimming and underwater treadmills to help dogs  
   recover following surgery or injury, and for pets with more long term mobility problems.  
 
   Conditions we can treat with hydrotherapy at our facility include: 

• Arthritis 

• Hip and elbow dysplasia 

• Cruciate ligament rupture 

• Patella luxation 

• Degenerative myelopathy (formerly known as CDRM) 

• Spinal injuries including recovery from fractures and IV disc rupture  
(commonly known as a slipped disc) 

• Spondylosis - spinal arthritis 

• Mobility problems related to age 

• Obesity control 

 
   The benefits of hydrotherapy are: 

• Decreased pain perception 

• Decreased pain and inflammation 

• Feeling of wellbeing due to release of endorphins 

• Relaxation of muscle tension and/or muscle spasm 

• Reduction of oedema (swelling) 

• Increased range of movement 

• Non weight bearing - it is easier and more comfortable to move in water so  
animals often gain confidence 

• Support for weakened or spinal injury dogs 

• Increased muscle strength 

• Improved muscle patterning and recruitment helping to improve gait patterns 
(reduction in lameness) 

• Improved cardiovascular fitness 

• Potentially earlier return to normal activities 

• Improved quality of life 
 

Contact us to see how our qualified Hydrotherapist can work with your Vet 
to give your dog a healthier life! 

 
WWW.DOGSWIMCANBERRA.COM.AU 

https://www.facebook.com/dogswimcanberra/ 

 

http://WWW.DOGSWIMCANBERRA.COM.AU
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Cover picture 

Honorary Life Member June Rowe cuts the 60th Anniversary cake with  

Club President Lesley Pothan looking on, 15 April 2018  

(Photo: Rachel McKeever) 
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Some of you may remember the two-part ‘Making Dogs Happy’ feature on ABC’s Catalyst 

program in 2016 (see http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4532828.htm and  

http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4537241.htm). 

 

Professor Paul McGreevy and Dr Melissa Starling’s book, Making Dogs Happy, published in May this 

year, builds on the research shown in the ABC Catalyst program. It will help you understand what 

dogs want … and don’t want; recognise your dog’s emotional states; how to be your dog’s best 

friend; care for your dog from puppy to old age; and choose a dog you can be happy with. 

Hunt it out at your nearest book store. 

http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4532828.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4537241.htm
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          President’s Message  

By Lesley Pothan  

Hello everyone 

 

The days have certainly got colder and shorter and 

now we are officially in winter. Along with everyone 

else I was forced to drag out the winter wardrobe 

including scarves, beanies, gloves and boots for this 

term’s Thursday evening training sessions. Well done 

to all the members that rug up and continue to 

come out and train their dogs through winter – you 

have to be hardy to live in Canberra! 

 

The good news is that the sport of Tracking has 

started up again now that the risk of snakes has 

abated and it will continue through the cooler 

months. The information evening held in early May to 

introduce the sport to members was well attended.  

 

On Sunday 15  April the Club celebrated its 60th 

anniversary with an Open Day. Unfortunately the 

cold and windy weather was not in our favour—the 

apparent temperature between noon and 4.00pm 

was 9.6 degrees or a ‘balmy’13.2  degrees out of the 

wind—but despite the unseasonal conditions we 

had a great turn out and lots of fun on the day. It 

was good to see a number of our past members as well as many of our current members come 

along to help celebrate. The demonstrations of the various sports proved popular with lots of 

people trying out different activities with their dogs. We had a beautiful celebration cake that was 

cut by Life Member June Rowe. June joined the Club in 1968 making this year her 50th 

anniversary. Check out some of the photos from the day in this issue of the magazine as well as on 

the website and on Facebook. I would like to thank everyone who helped before and on the day 

to make it such a great occasion—your efforts are truly appreciated. 

 

For the 60th anniversary (and the Year of the Dog) the Club designed some new logos. T-shirts and 

other clothing are available for purchase from the Club shop (see the order form in this issue as 

well). 

 

Once again CDC had a stall at the annual Pooch Affair held at Epic on 

Saturday 16 June. This year our drill team which performed so well at our 

Open Day reprised their performance at this very public event. Nothing like 

the public’s gaze to sharpen up your training! Well done to our Secondary 

Companion class members and instructor/coach Barbara Gough for 

putting their best feet and paws forward. Our very talented Dances With 

Dogs members also performed on the day (see their report on  page 33).  

 

Recently, several Committee members (and fellow instructors) and I 

attended a symposium in Sydney – Making Dogs Happy – organised by the Association of Pet Dog 

Trainers Australia (APDT). The speakers included Professor Paul McGreevy and Dr Melissa Starling 

(who have just released their new book of the same name) and several other leading researchers 

in dog behaviour. The day of presentations and workshops was a fantastic opportunity to listen 

and learn more about our canine companions and their behaviour. 

 

I hope you are all learning and practising the new skills covered in your training classes—whatever 

the discipline you are involved with at the Club—and that you continue to enjoy the company of 

your special canine friend(s). 

 

See you around the grounds ... 
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 TERM BREAK 
 

Term 2 classes end on Thursday 5 July 

 

Term 3 classes start on  
Wednesday 25 July, Thursday 26 July & Sunday 29 July 

 

Enjoy the school holidays! 

 

www.batemansbayaccommodation.com.au/accommodation/1355  
 

OR contact Fiona on 0408 292 637 for more details  

NOTE: 

If you are currently in Foundation, Consolidation,  

Graduation and Companion classes you MUST let your 

instructor know at the end of each term if you intend to 

continue training in the following term so we can assign you 

to a class. You must also let us know if you wish to defer for 

a term or more. 

http://www.batemansbayaccommodation.com.au/accommodation/1355
http://www.batemansbayaccommodation.com.au/accommodation/1355


 From the Dog Kennel  

Editor — Anne Robertson  

Welcome to the  60th Anniversary Open Day souvenir edition of The Good 

Companion. This edition includes a generous photo spread from the big 

day celebrated on Sunday 15 April. This edition also ‘puts on the record’ 

an historical account of the sport of Agility at the Club which formally 

began in 1991 following several years of on and off discussions. Further 

articles about the Club’s history will appear as the year goes on. 

 

As always there are a couple of articles in this edition to help you with the 

training and raising of your dog or, in some cases, dogs. Bringing up two 

dogs of similar age—or managing dogs of different ages who are strongly 

bonded to each other—can present challenging issues for dog owners. 

And these issues can also spill over into the dogs’ abilities to cope with group classes. Jess 

McNamara-Rice’s article ‘Together apart’ provides some tips to help develop resilience in multi-

dog households. Another article provides a roadmap to help your dog become practically 

perfect everywhere so that you never have to utter the comment “But he does it perfectly at 

home” to your instructor ever again! 

 

Articles, suggestions, photos, illustrations and paid advertisements for the magazine are always 

welcome. Email to contact@actcdc.org.au anytime. Did you know the magazine is available in 

full colour on the Club’s website? It can be downloaded in all its glory at www.actcdc.org.au/the-

good-companion.html.  Use Adobe Acrobat PDF viewer for best results.  

 

See you in class ... 
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Thanks For Your Contribution 

The Committee and Club members THANK the following volunteer instructors for giving their time 

in Term Two (May-July 2018): 

 

Behaviour Training:  Gillian Atkin, Susan Barnard, Kerry Deans, Christina Erwin, Barbara Gough, 

Renee Hamilton, Lynn Harden, Linda Harper, Hilarie Kemp, Gabby Luksza, Rachel McKeever, 

Rowan McKeever,  Heather McPherson, Belinda Mitchell, Katrina Morton, Laura Naffa, Melinda 

Parrett, Lesley Pothan, Louise Raisin, Jane Richardson, Anne Robertson, Cathy Vaughan, Juliet 

Ward, Chris Woodgate Reserves: Kath Hallam, Mike Lynch, Linda Spinaze, Claire Weekes  

Trainees: Catriona Anderson, Jill Bradfield, Rhonda Cameron, Mark Donohoe, Beth Forbes,  

Sharon Haines, Leslie Roberts, Jane Rylands, Jess Strain, Jackie Trotter,  
 

Agility (session 2): Amanda Delaney (pt), Greg Collins, Laraine Frawley, Denise Iglesias (pt), Lucy 

Jesiolowski, Therese Smith, Stephanie Windsor 
 

Flyball: Justin Allen and Rachael Eggins assisted by Cathy Vaughan 
 

Rally-O: Lara Sedgmen, Patricia Woodman 
 

Obedience Trialling: Vikki Evans, Laraine Frawley, 

Geoff Woodman 
 

DWD: Raelene Stewart 
 

K9 Disc: Pauline Dikmans 

THANK YOU 

— CDC Instructors — 

Serving the CDC canine community for 60 years! 

mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au
http://www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-companion.html
http://www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-companion.html
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I (print name) _______________________________________________________________ hereby accept the  

nomination for the position of __________________________________________________________________ 

Signed ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Proposed by (print name)  ______________________________________________________________________ 

Signed ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Seconded  by (print name) _____________________________________________________________________ 

Signed ________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Candidate’s statement in support of nomination attached (Please tick ):          Yes          No 

OFFICE USE ONLY:  Nominations close 5.00pm Monday 13  August 2018. 

Received (date) ______ /______ /______ Received by (name) ______________________________________ 

Financial status confirmed _____________________________________________________________________ 

ACT Companion Dog Club Inc 

Nomination for the 2018-19 Committee 

+ = 

REMINDER - DISABLED PARKING 
Please note that the disabled spaces in the Instructors' car park are  

at all times for the exclusive use of people holding disabled  

parking permits.  

 

This includes instructors, members and visitors with disabled parking permits. 

Please ensure that you do not use these spaces without a permit. In the 

event that all spaces are taken by permit holders, members and  

visitors with disabled parking permits  may park in other parts of the 

Instructors' car park at any time. 

  

This restriction also applies when trials are held on the Club grounds. 
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The Club is holding its Annual General Meeting on Monday 20 August  

in the June Rowe clubhouse. 

 

In accordance with the Club’s Constitution, the purpose of the meeting is to: 

  

• report to members on the Club’s activities during 2017-18; 

• present the audited balance sheet and statement of receipts 

and payments for 2017-18; 

• elect the incoming Committee for 2018-19; 

• appoint an honorary auditor for 2018-19; 

• decide on any resolutions submitted to the meeting; 

• determine fees and charges for 2018-19(as required); and 

• consider any duly made recommendations for Honorary Life 

Membership. 

  

Rules for the conduct of the elections for Committee are available 

from the office. A summary of the rules relating to nominations for the 

Committee, and a nomination form, are provided here. 

  

• The Committee consists of the following office bearers: President, Senior Vice-President, 

Junior Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary and eight other Committee members. 

• A candidate for a position of office bearer or committee member must be a current 

financial member of the Club. 

• A committee member holds office until the next succeeding Annual General Meeting. 

• A candidate shall be proposed and seconded by two members of the Club on the 

prescribed form. 

• The candidate must sign the form to indicate consent to be nominated. 

• Any candidate wishing to provide a statement for the information of members may 

submit an A4 page (maximum) to the Secretary at the time of nomination. 

• A fully completed nomination form must be delivered to the Secretary at least seven 

days before the date of the AGM. 

• A member may nominate for more than one position. The nomination for each position 

shall be on a separate form, duly signed by the proposer, seconder and candidate. 

• The Secretary, on receipt of the nomination form, shall verify that the candidate is a 

financial member and shall endorse the form to that effect. 

• Incomplete nomination forms or forms from unfinancial members are invalid and 

candidates will be advised by the Returning Officer. 

• As soon as possible after the close of nominations, the Secretary will prepare a list of 

candidates for each position and display it prominently in the clubhouse. 

• Members may telephone the office during normal business hours, after the closing 

date for nominations, to have the list of candidates read to them. 

• Candidates have the right to appoint a scrutineer. The scrutineer must be a financial 

member of the Club and must be nominated at least 24 hours before the AGM. If 

insufficient nominations are received by the closing date, nominations will be called 

from the floor at the Annual General Meeting. In the event of there being more than 

one nomination from the floor for one position, voting will be by secret ballot. 

 

Supper will be provided. 

Come and support your Club and meet fellow members. 

Annual General Meeting 

You’re Invited ! 
7:30pm Monday 20 August 

ACT Companion Dog Club Inc 
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TOP OF THE LAKE HOLIDAY UNITS 
Pet-friendly self-contained 1 & 2 bedroom units 

Big or small ... 
 

If you let them in at home - so do we ! 

 
Five minutes drive to Pambula and Merimbula 

and their magnificent beaches 
 

Lake views and three acres to run and play 
and private enclosed courtyards 

Top of the Lake Holiday Units 
3013 Princes Highway, Millingandi 

Merimbula NSW 2549 
 

02 64956288 
 

www.topofthelake.com.au 
book@topofthelake.com.au   

http://www.topofthelake.com.au
mailto:book@topofthelake.com.au


 What’s Coming Up At Our Club ? 
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When is the Club’s Annual General Meeting ? 

 

The Club’s Annual General Meeting will be held 

in the June Rowe Clubhouse at 7.30pm on 

Monday 20th  August. The closing date for the 

submission of nominations for the Main 

Committee is 13th August. See pages 8-9 for 

further information. Our Club is managed by a 

Committee of thirteen members, with a 

number of supporting sub-committees. All of 

our committee members are volunteers, just 

like you and me, and we’ve helped to keep 

the Club going for 60 years. Put your hand up 

to help the Club continue into the future.  

 

How should I prepare for classes in winter? 

 

It can be very cold on the Club grounds during 

the winter months, especially if you train on 

Thursday nights (or other evenings for Agility 

and Flyball). It is a good idea to wear a beanie, 

scarf, several layers of clothes—including a 

windproof jacket—and shoes with very thick 

soles. You may also like to put a coat on your 

dog. We continue to train throughout the 

winter months in the frost and fog—so come 

prepared! We may cancel classes due to rain. 

Please check the Club’s public Facebook 

page for the latest advice. 

 

I’ve heard there’s a tracking trial coming up. 

Can I come and watch? 

 

The Club is hosting a Tracking Trial in the Mount 

Fairy area on Saturday 21 and Sunday 22 July. 

If you are currently participating in tracking 

and are interested in coming out to watch the 

trial please contact the Club Office well-

beforehand so that you can be put in touch 

with the event organisers. Tracking trials involve 

one dog and handler working one at a time 

under the observation of a judge and track 

stewards. Tracks are ‘laid’ and ‘aged’ 

beforehand. Spectators can follow the dog, 

handler and officials while the dog ‘works’ the 

track—but do so at a considerable distance so 

that they do not disturb proceedings. 

  

Want to keep in touch with the latest activities 

at the Club ? 

  

Information is available from: 

• our public Facebook page. You can see 

it without being a registered FB user -

www.facebook.com/

ACTCompaniondogclub 

• our website - www.actcdc.org.au 

• notice boards (inside and outside the 

clubhouse) 

• your Instructors 

• the Session Manager on the grounds 

Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday during  

Training Classes 

• the Calendar on page 53 

  

Help us  

maintain our  

accreditation  

in 2018 
 

 

Do the RIGHT thing 

 

Use the RIGHT bin! 

http://www.facebook.com/ACTCompaniondogclub
http://www.facebook.com/ACTCompaniondogclub
http://www.actcdc.org.au


COMMITTEES 2017-18 

President 

Senior Vice-President 

Junior Vice-President 

Treasurer 

Secretary 

 Lesley Pothan | Dogs-as-Therapy | Work Health and Safety 

Anne Robertson | Magazine Editor | Training Liaison  

Heather McPherson I  Security  

Sharon Haines 

Hilarie Kemp | Public Officer  

Main Committee 

Members 

 Justin Allen | Flyball Liaison  

Rhonda Cameron | Marketing and Promotion 

Jeanette Johnson | Obedience Trialling and Rally Obedience Liaison 

Rachel McKeever | Social Media | Website 

Katrina Morton | Shop | Housekeeping | Working Bees 

Jane Richardson | Dances with Dogs  

Linda Spinaze I Agility  Liaison  

 

Training  Convener | Anne Robertson  | Members | Kath Hallam| Hilarie Kemp |  

Jess McNamara–Rice| Lesley Pothan  | Leanne Smith 

Obedience Trialling 

(including Rally-O) 

 Convener| Jeanette Johnson | Members | Judith Barlow | Carmen Kong |  

Laraine Frawley | Wendy Hathaway | Sue Howie | Belinda Mitchell | Cath Perry |  

Lara Sedgmen | Geoff Woodman | Patricia Woodman  

Flyball Training &  

Competition 

 Convener | Justin Allen| Members |  Rhonda Cameron | Pauline Dikmans  I 
Rachael Eggins  I  Damon Muller  

Agility Training & 

Trialling 

 Convener | Linda Spinaze | Members | Amanda Delaney I Nikki Fallon I  Denise 

Iglesias  | Therese Smith | Kylie White 

Dances with Dogs  Convener | Raelene Stewart | Members | Jane Richardson  

K9 Disc  Convener | Pauline Dikmans  | Members | Justin Allen | Rhonda Cameron |  

Nikki Fallon |Jane Richardson | 

Tracking  Jake Blight 

Instructors’ Library  Karen Haines  

PAWS Shop  Connor Bailey 

Secom Security   1300 138 769 or 1300 360 535  
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About Our Club 

The ACT Companion Dog Club (CDC), 

established in 1958 as the first dog training club 

in the ACT, has an average membership of 

around 800 each year. It is a non-profit 

organisation relying mostly on volunteers to run 

activities with some occasional grant 

assistance. About 80 instructors volunteer their 

time to conduct behaviour and dog sport 

classes in Obedience, Flyball, Agility, Dances 

With Dogs, Rally-O, K9 Disc and Tracking from 

February to November each year.  The Club 

also has an active Dogs-As-Therapy group that 

visits nursing homes with their dogs  for the 

enjoyment of the residents. 

While much of the work in maintaining and 

running the Club is undertaken on a volunteer 

basis we do have some paid help.  We have a 

paid office manager and junior shop assistant 

and the mowing of the grounds is undertaken 

by a contractor. The Club caters for disabled 

access with paved paths, designated parking 

spaces and toilet facilities. 

The aims and objectives of the Club are to: 

• promote responsible dog ownership and the 

general welfare of  dogs; 

• teach members to train their dogs, of 

whatever breed, in dog obedience and other 

related canine skills, using motivational 

training methods; 

• promote participation and training in a range 

of dog sports; 

• promote and participate in dog training and 

other activities associated with dog training; 

• support the rights of dog owners, provided 

that such ownership is conducted in a 

responsible manner; 

• actively promote community interaction with 

dogs; 

• provide facilities necessary or convenient for 

its activities; 

• promote positive relationships between 

owners and dogs; and 

• enhance the development of social skills of 

dogs. 

 

Have a comment or idea you’d 

like to share? 

Email  

contact@actcdc.org.au  

mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au
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60th Anniversary Open Day 

 

The Club received some great 

support in the local press for its  

60th Anniversary Open Day. 

 

Above: Canberra Weekly,  

5 April 2018 

 

Left: Canberra Times, 24 April 2018 

 

Below: City News, 5 April 2018 
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CLOSING SOON:  Please return order forms to the office either in hard copy or email to 
actcdc@actcdc.org.au (if emailing, please include ‘clothing order’ in the subject line). 

 

 

mailto:actcdc@actcdc.org.au
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60th Anniversary Open Day 

Vendors 

Doggie Day Spa 

Pupcake Bakery 

Morris Way Leads 

Flyball etc 

Dogs on the Run 

Possies Café 

Gecko Gang 

ACT Rescue and Foster 

 

Secondary Companion Demo Team 

Terri Keough & Jasper  

Liz Lynch  & Maisie  

Mike Lynch & Indy  

Beryl Sipes & Bailey  

Tegan Redman & Viktor 

Kathleen Plowman & Nellie 

Chris Lathbury& Daisy 

Bridget Graham & Mia  

Nicola Swan & Benson  

Dianne Gallasch & Tank  

Anne-Marie McGowan & Rusty  

Rupert Winkler & Indy  

Barbara Gough & Jack  

 

Rally O  and Obedience Trialling 

Laraine Frawley with Cam & Tully 

Anne Walkington & Holly 

Karen Hobson and Jazz & Abby 

Carmen Kong and Ben & Cayley 

Cath Perry & Keetah 

Simone Hey with Floki & Hagnar 

Jenny O’Connor and Kobi & Chilli 

Belinda Mitchell & Nova 

 

Agility 

Steph Windsor & Watson 

Penny Pardoe-Matthews & Bobby 

Georgia Morris & Possum 

Brandon Wood & Ernest 

Anne Lewis with Delilah & Alvin 

Dana Simonsen & Apollo 

Sancia Wheeler & Brodie 

Therese Smith & Hector 

Nikki Fallon (sans Mia) 

Rachael McKeever & Pippa 

Mike and Liz Lynch with Maisie & Indy 

Greg Collins & Jet 

Pamela Hunt with Sam & Izzy 

Linda Spinaze and Brunig 

 

Many Club members and friends helped to make our 60th Anniversary Open Day a great success! 



60th Anniversary Open Day … continued
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Dances With Dogs 

Jane Richardson & Jazz 

Sarah Tomlin  & Ebony 

Jessie Hutchison  & Effi 

Myrian Bulbeck & Matilda 

Raelene Stewart & Paris 

 

K9 Disc 

Pauline Dikmans & Ky 

 

Flyball 

Rachael Eggins 

Damon Muller 

Cathy Vaughan & Austin 

Pauline Dikmans & Ky 

Vanessa March & Pippa  

Emily Stirzaker & Kaylee 

Jerry Lee & Boston 

Gill Atkin & Caper 

Cliff, Michelle and Cara Day & Bailey  

 

Barbeque / Shop 

Justin and Amelia Allen / Connor Bailey 

 

Anniversary Cake 

Jenny Stirzaker  

 

Raffle Prizes 

Black Dog Wear 

Puppingtons Reward Based Training Products 

T-shirts 

Copperhead Screen Printing 

 

Anniversary Pins 

Canberra Trophy Centre 

 

Water Bottles 

Icon Water 

 

Working Bee 

Heather McPherson 

Juliet Ward (and Steve) 

 

Committee Members and Family 

(not mentioned elsewhere) 

Rhonda Cameron 

Rowan McKeever 

Rachel McKeever 

Katrina Morton with Michael, Jess and Jorgia 

Hilarie Kemp 

Jane Richardson 

Lesley Pothan 

 

Aerial Photography 

Andre Sneyers 

 

Other Helpers 

Christina Erwin 

Melinda Parrett 

Chris Woodgate 

Above: Some of the Club’s Honorary Life Members at the 60th Anniversary Open Day 

L-R: Dianne Easter (2004), June Rowe (1976), Jeff Cordiner (1986), Sid Schuck (1982),  

Katrina Morton (2012), Anne Robertson (2013), Lesley Pothan (2014) and Linda Spinaze (2004) 



60th Anniversary Open Day … continued
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Top, left and above: The Secondary Companion 

Demonstration Team debut their routine 

 

Below: A pack of Club instructors—past and present—

gather for the camera.  

 

Photos: Rachel McKeever and André Sneyers (aerial) 
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60th Anniversary Open Day … continued

Clockwise from top left:  

Having a go—Georgia & Possum (Agility), Cliff & Bailey 

(Flyball), Ky (K9 Disc), Sancia & Brodie (Agility), Pauline & Ky 

(Flyball) 

Photos: Cathy Vaughan 
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60th Anniversary Open Day … continued

Clockwise from top: 

 

Rowan & Pilot, André (aerial photographer) 

with Domestic Animal Services ambassadors 

Sean & Holly, Jan & Viva (with her mobility 

wheelchair), Dianne and Di & Tank 

 

Photos: Anne Robertson 
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60th Anniversary Open Day … continued

Clockwise from top left: 

 

Sandra, Helen & Peggy; Marika, Claire & 

Skye; Kay & Jaime; DWDers—Jessie & Effie, 

Jane & Jazz, Raelene & Paris, Myrian &  

Matilda and Sarah & Ebony 

 

Photos: Anne Robertson 
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Occasionally people will purchase two 

puppies, sometimes from the same litter or 

different litters but very close in age. The 

intention is always good. Most people who get 

two puppies do so in the hope that they will 

keep each other company or will bond with 

two different people in the household. Both 

can happen, and the two puppies may live 

harmoniously. However not all people who 

purchase siblings have happy endings. 

 

There are two 

major issues that 

may occur. The 

firstly is sibling 

rivalry. This is 

where there is 

extreme tension 

between the two 

dogs in the 

household—often 

leading to regular 

fights. It is not 

unusual for the 

fights to escalate 

to the point where 

at least one dog is 

physically 

harmed. Sibling 

rivalry usually starts to occur when the dogs are 

edging towards sexual maturity—around the 

eight month mark. It is more common between 

two females than between two males or one of 

each. The initial rift in the dogs’ relationship is 

usually caused by one specific fight, often over 

a resource both dogs see as valuable or when 

they are placed in a high-pressure situation. 

Unfortunately, once sibling rivalry occurs it can 

be very difficult to modify and manage.  

Unfortunately, I know of many people who 

have had to rehome one dog due to sibling 

rivalry. 

 

The second issue that may occur is littermate 

syndrome. This is where the two puppies 

become so bonded with each other that they 

struggle to connect with people or other dogs 

and as a result their social skills can be 

somewhat stunted. They can also find it difficult 

to cope when separated. Sometime one 

puppy will develop faster than the other. There 

is very little scientific evidence of littermate 

syndrome, but many qualified behavioural 

trainers have encountered the problem: 

 

Another common situation that is rather 

problematical is when two littermates are 

raised together. This sort of arrangement 

is rarely 

recommended, 

since very often 

one of the 

puppies seems to 

flourish while the 

sibling is 

overshadowed 

and fails to 

achieve its 

potential. 

Pfaffenberger 

observed similar 

difficulties with 

dogs reared with 

their mother or 

sibling. (Lindsay, 

2000)  

 

The most common reason given for not 

adopting two pups from the same litter is 

that they will “bond better” with each 

other than with you. This intuitively makes 

sense, in that the pups have already had 

the closest and most intimate experience 

with each other, and often during 

important phases of socialization. You’re 

already fighting the fact that you’re an 

alien (aka, another species) and are 

inherently confusing to your dog. 

(McConnell, 2014) 

 

Like any behavioural issue, it is better to try to 

prevent these issues arising than working with 

them when they are occurring.  

 

If you do have two puppies, don’t panic. Your 

puppies may live long harmonious lives and 

    Oh Behave ! 

     By Jess McNamara-Rice 

Together apart—raising two at once  
Jess McNamara-Rice is a Delta Society qualified dog trainer, CDC Agility instructor, and owner 

and operator of A.B.C.D.O.G Dog Training. She previously worked for several years as an RSPCA 

behavioural trainer. She is a qualified Greenhounds Assessor and holds a Diploma in Advanced 

Animal Behaviour. In this occasional series, Jess provides advice on dealing with common 

behavioural issues using positive reinforcement.  
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develop good social skills. However there are 

few things that you can do that will help them.  

 

1. Have plenty of one-on-one time! 

 

Even though your puppies may be great 

company to each other, it is important that 

their social needs with people are still met. This 

can be difficult to do, especially during the 

Canberra winter—but walking, training and 

playing with one at a time can ensure that they 

have plenty of people time. 

 

From the perspective of group training classes if 

both puppies are in the same class they can be 

quite distracting for each other. However if 

they have never been separated before and 

are then separated for classes they may stress 

or become anxious. This is not something that 

may become apparent until the dogs start 

classes. 

 

There will be a time in your puppy’s life when it 

will need to be separated from its companion 

and you don’t want either puppy to form 

anxiety around this. Having regular one-on-one 

time—without the other dog present—is an 

important strategy for helping dogs learn to 

cope. 

 

2. Play problem solving and confidence 

building games 

 

Especially with puppies experiencing littermate 

syndrome, sometimes the puppies can rely very 

much on each other and not build their own 

confidence. For this reason you need to be 

very proactive in developing each puppy’s 

confidence and problem solving skills. If they 

don’t you may find that one or both puppies 

struggle with fear, especially when separated. 

Fear can obviously be the basis for other issues 

including aggression and reactivity. Having two 

dogs that are reactive walking together can 

be quite a dangerous situation.  

 

3. Have management strategies in place if 

you need to separate the puppies. 

 

Baby gates and crates are your friend! Being 

able to separate the puppies will help you 

have one on one time and manage situations 

where tension may arise.  

 

4. Be aware of possible triggers 

 

Dogs often find resources—such as human 

contact and food—highly valuable. Allowing 

your dogs to eat separately and having access 

to humans one at a time, you will lessen the 

likelihood of guarding becoming an issue. 

Space is also important. Some puppies will love 

snuggling up together, but some like their own 

personal space. Don’t force the dogs into 

places where they can’t move away from 

each other if they want. If both dogs are social, 

visitors may be a trigger. The arrival of visitors 

may incite arousal which may lead to 

redirection of that arousal on to one another. 

Such events may give rise to a fight. 

 

5. Remember that they are individuals 

 

Hopefully both puppies will develop their own 

personalities with their own likes and dislikes. It is 

ok to leave one puppy at home alone if you 

are going to an activity you think it may not 

enjoy. You may find one dog excels at Agility 

while the other does not. That’s fine, don’t feel 

like they have to do everything the same … or 

together. As they age you may notice that 

they have individual fears. If this is the case and 

the fears are causing difficulty in your dog’s life 

it is especially important that you seek 

professional help (the Club can suggest 

qualified professionals to you). Although 

sometimes dogs can build confidence from 

each other, when one watches another 

experiencing fear it can also develop fear itself. 

 

6. Teach an ‘end of interaction’ cue 

 

“That’ll do”, “all done” or something similar, is a 

way of telling your dogs that the interaction has 

ended. When you have two dogs, this is an 

important cue as being able to signal this may 

prevent the dogs becoming pushy for 

attention. When you are finishing an interaction 

give the cue then move away and be insistent 

you are no longer interacting. Initially your dog 

may push more for interaction but eventually 

your dog will learn the cue and decide to look 

elsewhere for entertainment.  

 

I have seen it work! I met a family last year with 

Cocker Spaniel littermates. Both puppies were 

confident, social and well-adjusted. Each dog 

had a different bond with the family and their 

individual personalities really showed. However 

the owners had put in huge amounts of time to 

ensure that issues did not arise, it was a full 

family project! If you are concerned about 

sibling rivalry or littermate syndrome contact 

the Club to be put in touch with a qualified 

accredited behavioural trainer who can come 

to your home and provide tailored advice.  
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Group training classes will help you better understand your dog and learn how to teach it  good 

manners but sometimes one-on-one professional support at home is imperative to address 

underlying behavioural issues.  

 

References: 

• Lindsay, S, Handbook of applied dog behaviour and training, Volume 1 (2000) 

• McConnell P, ‘Adopting littermates … Don’t!’ (Blog post, Sep 2014) at http://

www.patriciamcconnell.com/theotherendoftheleash/adopting-littermates-dont 

 

Illustration: 

• Shutterstock (used with permission) ID 1069838795  

Animal-assisted interventions (AAIs) are 

becoming increasingly popular in clinical 

settings. AAIs are defined as the ‘purposeful 

incorporation of specially trained animals in 

services to improve human health’, and dogs 

are commonly used for these interventions. 

These therapy dogs interact with a variety of 

patients in a clinical setting, and it is possible 

that the dogs find these interactions stressful. 

There is currently a lack of agreement 

regarding if and how AAIs affect animal 

welfare, and further research is needed to 

ensure the welfare needs of therapy dogs are 

being met. This study measured the 

physiological and behavioural effects of 

regular AAI sessions on therapy dogs.  

 

The AAIs monitored in this study occurred 

between therapy dogs and children between 

the ages of 3-17 years who had recently been 

diagnosed with cancer in the USA. The children 

were enrolled in the study for a four-month 

period, during which they received weekly 

visits from the same therapy dog and handler. 

A total of 26 therapy dogs were used to visit 60 

children, and each visit lasted for 

approximately 20 minutes. The dog handlers 

completed a questionnaire relating to how 

their dog typically responds to common events 

and stimuli in the environment, and collected 

saliva samples at home and immediately after 

an AAI to determine changes in stress 

physiology (cortisol). The behaviour of the dogs 

was video recorded during each AAI and the 

total frequency of stress-related behaviours 

and affiliative behaviours were recorded for 

each session.  

 

The results of this study indicate that therapy 

dogs show minimal signs of distress during AAI 

sessions. The therapy dogs did not have a 

significantly increased physiological stress 

response following the session, nor did they 

exhibit significantly more stress-related 

behaviours than affiliative-related behaviours. 

There were significant relationships found 

between salivary cortisol and behaviour, with a 

higher cortisol concentration associated with 

more stress behaviours, and lower cortisol 

concentration associated with more affiliative 

behaviours. This study provides valuable and 

rigorous evidence that AAI participation in 

paediatric hospitals does not appear to place 

therapy dogs at significant risk of stress. 

 

McCullough A, Jenkins MA, Ruehrdanz A (2018) 

Physiological and behavioural effects of 

animal-assisted interventions on therapy dogs 

in pediatric oncology settings. Applied Animal 

Behaviour Science 200:86-95.  

 

Abstract from RSPCA Australia Science Update  

Issue 60 April 2018 

The effects of animal-assisted interventions on therapy dogs  

http://www.patriciamcconnell.com/theotherendoftheleash/adopting-littermates-dont
http://www.patriciamcconnell.com/theotherendoftheleash/adopting-littermates-dont
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The sport of Lure Coursing was designed by sight hound owners who wanted to test their dogs in a 

manner that replicated hunting jackrabbits in an open field. By pulling a plastic bag around a field 

to simulate the path of the rabbit, they could test the dog’s functional abilities to course (chase) 

game. 

 

Lure Coursing’s main focus may be for the Sighthound breeds, but it is also open to all other 

breeds of dogs and includes associated registered dogs. In an official Trial event there are two 

streams, one for Sighthounds and the other the Coursing Ability stream for non-Sighthounds. 

 

In Lure Coursing, the lure is a plastic bag which is tied to a cord which is pulled around the field by 

a motor. The course in an official Trial is normally between 650 – 900 metres in length and dogs are 

required to complete this course on two occasions. Dogs run by themselves, with the exception of 

the Sighthound Open stakes.  Courses in Try Out days are much shorter, around 200 metres. Dogs 

participating in the sport must be sound, free from injury, correct weight and very fit. 

 

A Lure Coursing Trial is not a timed race where the fastest dog wins. Dogs are scored over the five 

areas of Enthusiasm, Follow, Agility, Speed and Endurance.  Dogs need to display enthusiasm to 

pursue the lure, keen follow of the lure, agility over the natural obstacles on course, speed over 

the course, and endurance to last the full distance.  

 

On Wednesday 25 April, Dogs ACT held a ‘Come and try’ day at CDC. Thirty two dogs of different 

shapes and sizes, from little terriers to Wolfhounds, came with their owners to have a try. A few of 

them were not at all interested, but many were very enthusiastic for that plastic bag. Club 

member Jo Hagan was on hand to take photos of the day (see a selection below). The joy on the 

faces of the dogs shows just how much pleasure some dogs get out of chasing a bag. 

 

More information on Lure Coursing around Canberra can be found on the ‘Canberra Region Lure 

Coursing’ Facebook page, including when the next Try Out day will be held. 

 Lure Coursing 

By Helen Mosslar — Dogs ACT Lure Coursing Rep 
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 In the September 2015 issue of The Good 

Companion (Volume 27, No.4) we 

published some old artwork (left) that had 

turned up at the Club Office without any 

other information. The Club used to be 

located in Fyshwick—and in Collie Street, 

no less—hence the text on the artwork. 

 

The Club relocated from Fyshwick to 

Symonston (then Narrabundah) in 1983 so 

it is not surprising that none of the Club’s 

current ‘old timers’ remembered the 

artwork when it reappeared in 2015. 

There was some conjecture that the dogs 

featured on the artwork belonged to 

particular Club members in the early 

1960s … and some names were 

mentioned ...  

 

However, no further information came to 

light after the publication of the artwork in 

the magazine—so the mystery remained. 

Who were the dogs? Who was the artist? 

And when was the artwork used? 

 

Well, while recently conducting some 

historical research at the National Library 

for other purposes—and perusing copies 

of the NSW Royal Agricultural Society’s 

Kennel Club Journal —I came across an 

advertisement (left) that looked vaguely 

familiar. The advertisement appeared in 

the April 1963 issue of the RAS Journal. 

Hmmm …. 

 

Comparing the two illustrations it is clear 

that the cats have been removed … and 

the German Shepherd’s rear hock and 

Cocker Spaniel’s front paw have been 

added to the CDC artwork. I think the 

mystery may have been solved … It looks 

as if someone appropriated the Troy 

Laboratories’ artwork for the Club’s 

purposes! 

 

A search of the National Library’s 

wonderful Trove resource 

(trove.nla.gov.au) reveals that Troy 

Laboratories was still using the dog and 

cat line drawing to advertise its products 

in 1967—in the Australian Women’s 

Weekly, no less. 

 

Incidentally, Troy Laboratories was 

established in 1959 and still manufactures 

and distributes animal health products in 

Australia today. 

Mystery solved? - by Anne Robertson 

http://www.trove.nla.gov.au
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~ VALÉ ~ 

Barry Pigram 

1934—2018 

  

Barry joined the Club to train his dog ‘Tessa’ after he retired 

from work.  He subsequently qualified as an Obedience 

Instructor in 2002 and regularly instructed classes at all 

levels. The Club awarded him the status of Honorary 

Instructor in 2013 when limited mobility prevented him 

continuing in an active role. 

 

Barry is fondly remembered as a kind and gentle man. His 

legacy lives on in several other members of the Club who 

he encouraged to become instructors  … and who are still 

instructing. 

 
 

Jane Knox 

1925—2018 

  

Jane became an instructor in 1996 and instructed classes  

at all levels. The Club recognised her contribution in 2011, 

awarding her the status of Honorary Instructor. 

 

Jane had a long-standing love of Poodles and trained three at 

the Club—’Polly’, ‘Coco’ and ‘Jake’ (a Poodle X). She was also 

a member of the Club’s Dogs As Therapy team. 

 
 

  

  
 

Why we train  dogs 
 

To minimise fears and maximise trust 

To ensure safety and freedom through co-operation 

To increase confidence through manners and domestic order 

To provide enrichment and play for emotional wellness 

To nourish mental and physical growth by facilitating challenges 

To strengthen healthy social behaviour and guide innate ability 

To bear witness to moments of canine brilliance 

To share an awareness from which love grows 

 
Deborah Lee Miller-Riley 

US dog trainer 
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Agility at the ACT Companion Dog Club – the early days 

By Anne Robertson 

This year we celebrate the ACT Companion Dog Club’s 60th anniversary. As part of the 

celebrations, we are looking back at the origins of the Club and the development of the various 

dog sports that it now offers to members. 

The ACT Companion Dog Club (CDC) was 

founded in April 1958 and officially 

incorporated the following year for the 

purposes of “(a) the breeding and training of 

companion dogs and to make the handling of 

trained dogs popular and (b) the promotion of 

sporting activities in connection with dog trials 

and training”. 

 

At that time Obedience Trialling was still in its 

infancy. The Club hosted the first ever 

obedience trial in the ACT 

in November 1959, 

attracting seven entries. 

The only other ‘sports’ 

offered at the time were 

retrieving and field work, 

both restricted to gundog 

breeds. 

 

Getting started 

 

The Club’s involvement 

with Agility began in 1984, 

two years before the 

Australian National 

Kennel Council (ANKC) 

approved the first 

national  rules for the 

conduct of agility trials.  

 

In his report to Club 

members in June 1984, 

CDC President Ritchie 

Butler noted: 

 

"A recent instructors 

meeting was well-

attended and some 

interesting training 

topics came 

forward for 

discussion. The video 

of the agility trial held at the Spring Fair 

[Sydney] appeared to be popular and 

the Committee would welcome 

expressions of interest as to whether the 

Club should encourage this form of 

training." 

 

Another Club member questioned the 

feasibility of the sport: “ Do you think it will take 

off at CDC? It does require a lot of manpower 

to organise." 

 

In April 1987 the Club’s Committee met to 

discuss the Club's attitude to agility training and 

proposed postponing further consideration "for 

at least six months". In June 1988 the 

Committee deferred consideration for a further 

twelve months "because of lack of instructors, 

lack of space and lack of equipment which 

would need to be built and stored." Committee 

member Chris Battley 

appeared to be the 

driving force on both 

occasions for the 

introduction of agility 

training. 

 

In October 1989 Sue Keal, 

who had been 

appointed to the Club’s 

Committee at the Annual 

General Meeting in July, 

again raised the matter 

of agility with the 

Committee. The minutes 

reported that "the first 

step is to see whether 

there are handlers and 

members interested." By 

the following January 

approximately 20 people 

had expressed interest 

and a meeting was 

arranged to discuss 

proposals. 

 

Agility activities were 

formalised at the Club in 

March 1990 with the 

formation of an Agility  

  Sub-Committee. The  

  Sub-Committee 

comprised  Sue Keal (Convenor), Chris Battley, 

Reg Slawson, Jake Blight and Helen Mosslar 

with Karen Swan and Lynne Curnow joining 

shortly after.  

 

Sue Keal recollects:  

 

“We put together a proposal for running 

training classes, rules for eligibility, and 

Above: A sample course from the 1986 rule 

book 
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general training rules to the Committee. 

Our third proposal to run classes was 

endorsed by the Committee – but we 

didn't have any real agility equipment so 

we used obedience jumps, and sub-

committee members made some of the 

other equipment, such as weave poles 

and a collapsible tunnel."  

 

Training activities 

 

Sue Keal takes up the story again: 

 

"Our next 'hurdle' (pardon the pun) was 

where to get the equipment from and 

how to train instructors?  Why not 

contact the best handler we'd seen 

competing at that time!?  So we 

contacted Lorraine McKay [a Victorian 

agility instructor] in Melbourne and she 

agreed to run an agility seminar at CDC 

on the October long weekend … 

Lorraine was also able to supply us with 

some of the agility equipment we 

weren't able to make so we bought a 

set of two tables, an adjustable tyre, a 

dog walk, and a scramble [A-frame] at 

a total cost of $1,000 including 

transportation from Melbourne to 

Canberra. We had raised in excess of 

$400 from fundraising [through a cake 

stall and raffle] and the Club made up 

the difference. Lorraine also helped us 

to put together a training package for 

instructors.  It was very basic compared 

to what we have available now – but 

agility was very basic in the early days.  

Most handlers and dogs came from an 

obedience background, and ran agility 

courses like fast pace heelwork with the 

dog on their left." 

 

A new metal shed was erected at the Club in 

November 1990 to store the Club's agility 

equipment and this was extended in 2001 with 

an ACT Government grant.  

 

The Club's first instructors qualified in April 1991 

and comprised Jake Blight, Emma Chorley, 

Lynne Curnow, Kathy and Reg Slawson, Karen 

Swan and Alec Hempstead. By July 1991, 

Simone Leslie and Helen Mosslar had also 

qualified. ANKC judges Gillian Oats and Sid 

Schuck set the questions for the final exam. 

 

The Club’s Committee approved rules and 

training standards for agility classes in January 

1991. These included: 

 

• Rule 2 - All dogs must be eighteen months 

of age or over. 

• Rule 5 - All dogs must be fit and healthy (it 

is the owner's responsibility to ensure that 

their dog is physically and mentally 

capable of performing the exercises). 

• Rule 6 - All dogs in [Obedience Trialling] 

Graduate class or above automatically 

qualify – subject to Rules 2, 5 and 7. Any 

dog which has not reached Graduate 

Level can be assessed ... in the following 

exercises: (a) Novice standard Heel Free 

and Recall, and (b) Graduate standard 

Recall Over  the Broad Jump. 

• Rule 8 – All training is to be done using an 

approved non-slip collar.   

        

The Club began running formal classes in April 

1991, recommending a maximum of four 

handlers per instructor.  The structure of the 

classes included "enforced rest" for trainee 

teams while instructors trained their dogs. 

 

The Committee approved a subscription to the 

NSW Agility Club’s Newsletter in January 1991 

and purchased multiple copies of The Clothier 

Natural Jumping Method by US trainer Suzanne 

Clothier for the Club library in September 1991. 

 

Above: Judith Barlow's Toffee taking the tyre in 
the early 1990s. The tyre's sturdy construction 

was specified in the 1986 rules. 
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In her report to the Club's 1990-91 Annual 

General Meeting CDC President Margaret 

McNicol noted that the year had seen the 

"commencement of serious agility training. The 

equipment was bought and an energetic sub-

committee took over under the experienced 

guidance of Reg Slawson. There are at present 

nine instructors and thirty nine people training ... 

Agility is no place for the faint-hearted." 

 

The first trial 

 

Following the publication of the ANKC's Rules 

for Agility Trials in 1986, Obedience Judges on 

the Canberra Kennel Association‘s (now Dogs 

ACT) panel who were qualified to judge Open  

Obedience were allowed to judge Agility Trials. 

Terry Griffin is the only judge from those early 

days who continues to judge agility today. 

 

The first ANKC agility trial in the ACT was held in 

conjunction with the Royal Canberra Show in 

February 1990. It attracted 19 entries and was 

judged by Sid Schuck. Entries cost $5.00 per 

dog. The return on investment was impressive: 

1st place - $200 plus sash, 2nd place - $100 plus 

sash, 3rd place - $50 plus sash. Medallions 1st to 

10th place. Oh, those were the days!  

 

CDC held its first official agility trial in 

September 1991 at its Narrabundah (now 

Symonston) grounds. It was the first agility trial 

hosted by an affiliate of the Canberra Kennel 

Association (now Dogs ACT). The trial was held 

in the Home Paddock adjacent to the 

clubhouse during the lunch break of an 

Obedience Trial (see photo above). 

 

The timing of the trial was dictated by the 

ANKC’s Rules for the conduct of agility trials 

(1986) that stated: 

 

“Owing to the noise generated by 

audience participation and dog 

excitability, an Affiliate must hold the 

Agility Trial either prior to the scheduled 

commencement of the Obedience 

judging, during the lunch adjournment or 

at the completion of the Obedience 

judging."  

 

Twenty two entries were received, with  judge 

Sid Schuck officiating. The cost was $6.00 per 

dog. The Club borrowed the equipment from 

the German Shepherd Dog Association as it did 

not have a full set of regulation equipment 

available. In those days Associates and 

Registered dogs competed in separate classes 

and two heights (large and small). No 

qualifying passes were obtained. 

 

Entrants included: Jake Blight with Associate 

'Maxi' ACDX and Hungarian Puli Ch 

Bowmarcee Cords Ahoy CDX ('Storm'), Vikki 

Evans with Hungarian Pulis Tisztapuly Elle Jui 

CDX ('Chewie') and Tisztapuly Rasputin CDX TD 

('Zero'), Lucy Williams with Cavalier King Charles 

Spaniel Cavregis Domino and Reg Dwyer with 

Basenji Ch Baagna Lyka Lover. 

 

A mock trial was held four weeks before the first 

trial and attracted entrants from the German 

Shepherd Dog Association, Belconnen Dog 

Obedience Club and CDC. It was reported 

that "entrants from GSDA and BDOC had 

difficulty with some [of the] CDC equipment, 

particularly [the] tunnel and tyre. Handlers 

need to practice on as much different 

equipment as possible." 

 

Competing under the 1986 rules for agility trials 

 

When agility was codified by the Australian 

National Kennel Council in 1986 only one title 

Above:  The scene on 14 September 1991. Note the style of equipment used in those early days. 
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was available – Agility Dog (AD). Three 

qualification cards were required and in 

order to gain a pass the dog had to finish in 

the top half of the number of dogs 

competing in the second round at the trial 

and must have completed a faultless (clear) 

round in either the first or second round at 

the same trial. In order to get into the 

second round, dogs had to finish in the top 

half of the first round.  

 

There were two classes – Associates and 

Registered. The classes did not compete 

against each other. There were two height 

divisions within each class. Height divisions 

competed against each other: 

 

Small dogs (≤ 450mm at the withers): 

Jumped 400mm. The table was also 

400mm high. The triple jump was set 

1500mm apart. The spread had 

graduated bars set at 200mm, 300mm 

and 400mm with a span of 700mm! 

Now, that's a jump! The broad jump 

had a span of 800mm. The contact 

area on the dog walk was 430mm 

(and painted red).  

 

Large dogs (˃ 450mm at the withers): 

Jumped 700mm. The table was also 

700mm high. The triple jump was set 

2700mm apart. The spread had 

graduated bars set at 400mm, 550mm 

and 700mm with a span of 1250mm. 

That's a jump, too! The broad jump 

had a span of 1400mm. The contact 

area on the dog walk was 750mm 

(with the first 450mm painted red and 

the remaining 300mm painted yellow).  

 

Under the rules, the tunnel was a 44 gallon 

drum, with the top and bottom removed 

and the rim deburred. 

 

The weave poles were referred to as 

'weaving flags' and were set 550-650mm 

apart. 

 

A five second penalty was added to the 

course time for every mistake made. There 

was no time limit to complete the course 

and no limit on the number of penalties that 

could be accumulated. A dog that 

received a clear round received a 

deduction of five seconds. 

 

There was a one-metre exclusion zone 

around the table. All courses started and 

finished on the table, and the table was also 

Photos from the top: 
Agility equipment—1986 specifications 

• Sue Keal’s Labrador negotiates the Spread 

• Lynne Curnow’s Rhodesian Ridgeback  
negotiates the Triple Jump 

• Callie Bowden’s Border Collie negotiates the Table 

• Steve Bowden’s Border Collie negotiates the  

Dog Walk contact 
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performed in the middle of 

the course. There were a 

maximum number of 9 

obstacles per course. The 

rule book provided six 

sample courses. A sample 

course appears on the first 

page of this article. 

 

Stewards, stationed at the 

end of the contact 

equipment, used red and 

white flags to indicate 

whether the dog 'made the 

contact'. There was no 

contact zone on the A-

frame. 

 

The maximum number of 

dogs to be judged by one 

judge was 30 if the trial was 

held in conjunction with an Obedience Trial 

and 50 if the trial was held as a single event. 

 

As agility grew in popularity, Sue Keal began to 

lobby NSW members to push for three jump/

dog height categories instead of the two 

categories specified under the 1986 rules. The 

original rules disadvantaged medium-sized 

dogs and many handlers didn't participate in 

agility because they didn't want to risk injuring 

their dogs.  Sue recollects: 

 

 "After several very heated arguments, 

national agreement was reached to 

endorse three jump/dog height 

categories in the 1996 version of the rules 

and we were on the road to agility 

reform."  

 

The 1996 rules also introduced the Standard 

Course Time principle. 

 

Participation in national agility activities 

 

In 1990 PAL (now Pedigree) sponsored the 

Australian Agility Competition as a 'state of 

origin' event for registered pedigree dogs. The 

agility trial at the Royal Canberra Show was the 

ACT heat for the PAL Agility Final, regarded at 

the time as “the agility competition in 

Australia”. Under the rules for the competition, 

the highest placed dog and handler team that 

resided in the ACT was selected to represent 

the ACT. The 1990 event was won by Bel Adele 

Kennels Mini Poodle Sandychelle Sea Witch UD 

owned and handled by Lorraine McKay from 

Melbourne.  

In 1991 PAL again sponsored the Australian 

Agility Competition and provided a full set of 

agility equipment, which it later donated to the 

German Shepherd Dog Association. Jake Blight 

represented the ACT from 1991-1993 with his 

Hungarian Puli Ch Bowmarcee Cords Ahoy 

CDX AD ('Storm').  

 

In each of these years the winner received a 

return trip for two to the United Kingdom to 

attend a major agility event (such as the 

Pedigree Chum Agility Stakes). Those were the 

days!  

 

The ACT first competed in the Interstate Agility 

Competition (later National Agility Challenge 

and the Agility Nationals) in April 1992, following 

an invitation from the WA Cloverdale Canine 

Companions Club. The first team was drawn 

from CDC, Belconnen Dog Obedience Club 

and the German Shepherd Dog Association 

members. 

 

From 1993 each club had the opportunity to 

field its own teams to compete in the ACT run-

offs. The ACT team won the national teams 

event in 1995 in Perth and in 2002 in Canberra.  

 

Historical titles and events 

 

The first CDC members to earn their Agility Dog 

title (the only title available at the time) were, in 

order: 

 

• Vikki Evans & Hungarian Puli Tisztapuly Elle 

Jui CDX – 'Chewie' (December 1991) – 

awarded by the Royal NSW Canine 

Association.  

 

The 1995 winning team: Steve Bowden & Sid, Judith Barlow & Toffee, 

Vikki Evans & Chewie and Callie Bowden & Kim 
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• Jake Blight & Hungarian Puli 

Ch Bowmarcee Cords Ahoy 

CDX AD – 'Storm' (February 

1992) – awarded by the 

Canberra Kennel Association. 

Storm was the first CKA-

registered dog to achieve an 

agility title in the ACT.  

• Jake Blight & Associate 

'Maxi' (circa May 1992) 

• Vikki Evans & Hungarian Puli 

Tisztapuly Rasputin CDX AD TD 

– 'Zero' (circa July 1992) 

• Steve Bowden & Border Collie 

Brebony Straight Arrow – 

'Sid' (circa March 1993) 

 

Other significant titles earnt since 

then include: 

 

• Vikki Evans & Hungarian Puli, 

Tisztapuli Elle Jui CDX ADX 

(1997). Chewie was the first 

dog in Australia to achieve an 

ADX title, gaining the passes 

required fourteen days after 

the title came into existence.   

• Sharon Bowditch & Australian 

Cattle Dog, Sheila UD ADM ET 

(1998). Sheila was the first dog 

in Australia to achieve an 

ADM title.  

• Greg Leek & Border Collie Ag 

Ch Zac CDX ADM JDM SPDX 

GDX SD ADO JDO. In 2007 Zac 

became the first Agility 

Champion in the ACT.  He was 

also the first 600 Ag Ch in 

Australia. 

 

Club awards 

 

In 1992, CDC President Margaret McNicol donated a perpetual trophy to recognise agility 

activities at the Club. The eligibility criteria for the trophy have altered over the years but have 

generally recognised consistently high performances at local trials during the year. The Club 

subsequently established perpetual pointscore awards for agility: the Novice Dog of the Year and 

the Clear Round Award. 
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  Dances with Dogs 

 By Raelene Stewart — Convener 

   Dances with Dogs 
The second term of Dancing with Dogs has 

welcomed new dogs and handlers as well as 

welcoming back previous dancers with new 

dogs. We would like to welcome Natasha Sands 

and Pepsi, who are very talented and 

accomplished already! Welcome back to Linda 

Harper and her gorgeous young rescue 

Labrador, Pete, and also to Holly Rieger and her 

Saluki, Zephyr. It is great to see how engaged 

the dogs are with the activities and how quickly 

they are adding new things to their repertoire. 

 

The team have been busy lately with DWD 

demonstrations proving popular. The first was at 

the recent Pooch Affair. The ACT Companion 

Dog Club DWDers teamed up with the 

Belconnen Dog Obedience Club to put on a 30 

minute display in the main entertainment area. 

The CDC team was made up of Jane and Jazz, 

Sarah and Ebony, Dianne and Mr Jangles and 

Raelene and Paris. Most of us performed as part 

of the chorus line however Mr Jangles, the 

Dachshund, also did an individual performance 

and deserves a special mention. Mr J has 

improved so much and stayed with his mum for 

the whole routine. So good in such a distracting 

environment (especially for one with a nose so 

close to the ground). And how cute was he!! 

Imagine those little (long) black ears flying high 

as he careered around the dance floor as fast 

as his tiny legs could carry him. 

 

CDC was also welcomed back to Kangara 

Waters aged care facility for a second time. The 

residents enjoyed the last performance so much 

there were twice as many people packing the 

chairs this time! Jane and Jazz, Myrian and 

Matilda, Sarah and Ebony, Natasha and Pepsi 

and Raelene and Paris graced the floor for a 

performance where the audience kept wanting 

more. Paris started off rolling into the facility in 

her remote control Mercedes, much to the 

delight of the crowd. The team then performed 

many different tricks which resulted in ‘oohs’ 

and ‘aahhhs’ and claps from the crowd. After 

the performance residents then met some of 

the DWD members and were so happy to be 

able to get up close and personal with the furry 

dancers over a delicious morning tea supplied 

by the facility. The performance was so well 

received that we have been asked back for 

another demonstration late in the year.  I think 

that the dancers enjoyed the day as much as 

the residents did. 

 

French Bulldog Paris also has a non-dancing 

starring role in the latest Toyota Hilux ad which is 

screening on primetime TV. Haven’t seen it yet? 

Watch it online at https://m.youtube.com/

watch?feature=youtu.be&v=3vNUQ-7MvWQ. 

 

Now that the cold 

weather has set in, 

DWD training has 

moved back to 

Wednesday nights at 

the Pavilion at the 

Queanbeyan 

Showground. Starters 

is from 6.45pm-

7.30pm and 

Intermediate/

Advanced is from 

7.30pm-8.15pm. 

 

Left: L-R—Natasha & 

Pepsi, Jane & Jazz, 

Raelene & Paris (in the 

driver’s seat), Sarah & 

Ebony and Myrian & 

Matilda 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=3vNUQ-7MvWQ
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=3vNUQ-7MvWQ
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 Flyball Feats 

By Rhonda Cameron — Flyball Liaison 

Saturday, May 12th, saw the Club’s X-Factor 

team host the ‘Awesome Autumn in Canberra’ 

race meet. Once again participants were 

welcomed by the smell of sizzling egg and 

bacon rolls and the sounds of excited dogs 

waiting for the race meet to begin. In total 10 

teams competed featuring 7 local teams, 2 

Sydney teams and the Wollongong Woofers. 

The race meet went without a hitch and all 

participants enjoyed a full day of racing despite 

the forecast of possible torrential rain. 

Justin Allen kept things moving, with the 

microphone never too far away from one hand 

and some BBQ tongs in the other, making sure 

the race meet announcements and racing 

were kept timely. Rachael 

Eggins had the dual role as Club 

race meet co-ordinator and X-

Factor team captain. Damon 

Muller was lead scorekeeper 

assisted by Caroline Shrives from 

the Belconnen Dog Obedience 

Club (BDOC). Amelia Allen, our 

catering guru, had the BBQ 

team of Russell and Monica 

Derrick working hard, making 

sure that no one was without 

food. The gravy beef and 

onions rolls were a sell-out and 

people kept asking for more of 

the pumpkin soup.  

 

A special mention to Jerry Lee who received an 

unexpected gift of muffins for his many hours 

setting up the ring on Friday afternoon and 

making himself available during the race meet 

for any odd jobs that were required. Our 

competition could not have been run without  

Australian Flyball Association (AFA) judges 

Verdelle Townsend from the Tuggeranong Dog 

Training Club and Christine Bates, who officiated 

her first competition as a judge, from BDOC.  

 

The Canberra X-Factor team comprised 

of Captain Rachael Eggins with 

handlers Cathy Vaughan with Logan, 

Rhonda Cameron with Boston, Pauline 

Dikmans with Ky, Nikki Fallon with Mia, 

Vanessa Mach with Pippa and Cliff Day 

with Bailey, who entered the 

competition ring for the first time.  

 

Two X-Factor intermediate dogs, 

Possum handled by Jill Bradfield and 

Austin handled by Cathy Vaughan, 

stepped into the Flyball ring for the first 

time to undertake beginners training.  

Besides official racing, race meetings 

are structured to allow beginner dogs 

and handlers to enter the ring to 

familiarise themselves with race 

conditions in a controlled environment. 

We are all looking forward to Possum 

and Austin becoming future X-Factor 

squad dogs. 

 

X-Factor will also be hosting the Club’s 60th 

anniversary race meet when the weather 

warms in October or November. 

 

Ky and Mia demonstrating a perfect pass  

(Photograph courtesy Justin Allen) 

Bailey in action 

(Photo courtesy Cathy Vaughan) 
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   Training Tips  

But he does it perfectly at home ... 
 

By Anne Robertson 

Anne Robertson is the Convenor of the Training Sub-Committee, a certified Member of the Delta 

Institute and Professional Full Member of the Pet Professional Guild Australia.  

Helping your dog to be practically perfect 

everywhere 

 

So, you and your dog have just started 

attending training classes at the Club. You 

practice diligently at home between classes 

and your dog happily does his ‘puppy push-

ups’ (sit, drop, stand), stays put while you move 

around him, waits to be released to eat his 

dinner, and comes as fast as his legs can carry 

him when you call him from the back door.  

You arrive at class ready to impress and he acts 

as if you are speaking a foreign language! You 

hear yourself saying plaintively to the instructor: 

“But he does it perfectly at home!”  

 

Don’t worry – you are not alone. This is a 

common experience and a normal part of the 

training process.  Home is a safe, familiar 

environment and you 

can control what is going 

on while you practice. 

You can ask the family to 

go to another part of the 

house and you can focus 

solely on what you are 

doing. Come to the Club 

and you have to 

contend with other 

people, dogs, noise, 

strange smells—in short, 

distractions! 

 

It is really important to teach your dog to 

behave appropriately at home, as this is where 

it will share most of its life with you.  But, if you 

want your dog to behave appropriately in 

other situations—on the street, at the café, at 

the park, at your holiday house—you need to 

systematically help it to develop this capability. 

The goal is to make behaviour reliable in any 

context. In training circles this is commonly 

referred to as ‘generalising’ or ‘proofing 

behaviour’. 

 

Follow these steps to help your dog develop 

reliable and resilient behaviour. 

 

1. Get the behaviour 

 

Work in a familiar, boring environment with 

minimal, if any, distraction (eg your bathroom, 

kitchen, laundry). Use a favourite treat or toy in 

your hand to guide (or ‘lure’) your dog to 

perform the behaviour your want (eg sit, drop, 

stand, spin, touch) —just like your instructor 

showed you in class. 

 

Mark the behaviour at the instant your dog 

responds and follow up with a reward. Do this 

every time you repeat the exercise. Only use 

the movement of the lure to get the behaviour. 

Do not tell your dog what you want it to do at 

this stage—he doesn’t understand what the 

word means yet. 

 

2. Fade the lure 

 

Continue to lure the behaviour but only mark 

and reward your dog’s better responses. 

Substitute verbal praise 

when you don’t mark 

and reward to keep your 

dog engaged and to 

help him understand that 

praise is part of the 

reward system. Split the 

number of lured 

repetitions over a couple 

of short training sessions 

so your dog doesn’t lose 

interest. 

 

Next, put the lure away 

but move your hand as if it still has the lure in it 

(this will become your physical cue). Mark as 

soon as your dog performs the behaviour and 

then reward it from the other hand.  Make sure 

the reward is something your dog really loves to 

acknowledge this breakthrough moment! 

Repeat a couple of times without the lure 

(mark and reward each time your dog is 

successful) and end the training session on a 

high! 

 

3. Name the behaviour 

 

At last! You can ‘name’ the behaviour when 

your dog successfully responds to your physical 

cue. Add the word just before you give your 

physical cue.  This way your dog will associate 

the word with the action. Mark and reward 
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your dog for every correct response. Vary the 

location of your treat pouch or toy (on the left, 

on the right, in front, behind your back) to keep 

your dog guessing where the reward will come 

from. 

 

Slowly introduce some distance or duration to 

the behaviour—but only change one variable 

at a time (eg number of paces, number of 

seconds). Mark and reward every correct 

response when you add a degree of difficulty. 

 

4. Take it on the road 

 

When your dog can respond to the physical 

and verbal cue in a familiar environment, 

change the environment. Build up the level of 

distraction slowly – from the bathroom, to the 

kitchen, back yard, driveway, street, local park, 

neighbourhood shops. Think about all the 

places you’d like your dog to be reliable. 

 

If necessary, briefly go back to luring and 

fading the lure in each new environment to 

help your dog understand what is expected.  

You may also need to reduce the distance or 

duration and build them up again. Mark and 

reward every correct response each time you 

change the context. When you dog is reliable 

in each new location, only mark and reward 

the better responses to keep him guessing and 

working. 

 

5. Consolidate and maintain the behaviour 

 

Integrate the behaviour into everyday activities 

in lots of locations. Reinforce it on a frequent 

but random (unpredictable) basis. Introduce a 

wide range of rewards (food, toys, praise, 

petting, life rewards – such as sniffing, peeing, 

playing, running) to reinforce the behaviour. 

 

Not sure when to move on to the next step 

when training a new behaviour?  

 

Just like learning any new skill, you will develop 

some intuition or ‘feel’ for the right moment as 

you continue to work with your dog. Until then, 

apply the ‘Push, Drop, Stick’ rules taught by US 

behavioural trainer Jean Donaldson. Practice 

five repetitions of the same behaviour in a row 

(over one or more training sessions). If your dog 

Above: Illustration from 

http://yaletowndogtraining.com/2017/03/07/push-drop-stick-rules-way-make-training-efficient/ 

http://yaletowndogtraining.com/2017/03/07/push-drop-stick-rules-way-make-training-efficient/
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performs the behaviour correctly 4/5 or 5/5 

‘Push’ (go to the next level of difficulty). If your 

dog performs the behaviour correctly only 3/5 

repetitions ‘Stick’ (stay at the current level of 

difficulty a little longer) and if your dog can 

only perform the behaviour correctly 0/5, 1/5 or 

2/5 repetitions ‘Drop’ (temporarily make it 

easier and revert to the previous level of 

difficulty). As well-known Australian trainer 

Steve Austin says “Small steps of success are 

much better than giant leaps of failure”. 

 

How will I keep track of the number of 

repetitions? 

 

• Count out five treats. 

• Cue the behaviour five times. Each time 

your dog responds to the cue correctly, 

mark and deliver a treat. 

• Each time your dog responds incorrectly, 

do not mark or treat. Set the treat aside 

as a ‘counter.’ 

• Repeat until you have no more treats. 

• Count the number of treats set aside. This 

will indicate whether you should ‘Push’, 

‘Stick’ or ‘Drop’. 

 

Not sure when to stop using the marker? 

 

Once your dog is reliably performing a 

behaviour on cue in a particular context you 

do not need to use your marker in that context 

to give feedback to your dog. But remember, if 

you want the behaviour to remain strong you 

must continue to reward it occasionally. So, if 

your dog appears to have forgotten something 

that you have taught him well, it’s probably 

because you’ve stopped reinforcing it! Go 

back a step or two and rebuild the behaviour 

until your dog is practically perfect again! 

 

The Club has been busy promoting its services  to the 

Canberra community at the Connect and Participate Expo 

at the Bus Depot Markets (24 March) and at the opening of  

Bunnings Warehouse at Majura Park (28 May). Community 

events provide a great opportunity to get together with 

fellow Club members and spruik the Club. More volunteers 

are always needed for these events. 

Interested? Leave your details at the Club Office. 

Flyballers Jerry, Amelia, Justin, 

Rachael and Damon ready for the 

first  customers of the day. 

Photo: Heather McPherson 

Right: Committee members Rhonda Cameron  

(& Boston) and Linda Spinaze (& Brunig) with Derry 

at the launch of CAP Expo. 
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Obedience and Rally-o Trialling 

By Jeanette Johnson — Convener 

Obedience Skills, Trialling and Rally-O classes are held on Wednesday mornings and Thursday 

evenings and Obedience  classes are also held on Sunday mornings (see Class Times on page 51).  

Dogs must have passed Graduation (Level Three in the Behaviour Training program) to participate 

in these classes unless the handler has previous experience in these sports.  

 

Contact the Club Office on contact@actcdc.org.au if you are interested in joining any of the 

classes and you will be put in touch with the appropriate person to assess your eligibility.  

Results from the Obedience Trial — 16 March 2018  

Community Companion Dog – Judge: Ms S Howie (ACT) 

1st  J & Mrs J Hagan Ch Kruz Song Of The Future RN (Billie) German Shorthaired Pointer 94/100 

2nd  N & J Fallon Neberden Perfectionist RN (Mia) Cocker Spaniel 93/100 

3rd  Vanessa March Pippa RN Associate 92/100 

4th  Miss C Kong Appylea Upper Class RA JD GD SPD (Ben) Chinese Crested Dog 91/100 

 

Novice – Judge: Ms S Howie (ACT) 

1st  Ryan Keeble Wameika Quite The Storm RE JC (Archie) Brittany 187/200 

 

Open – Judge: Mr S Schuck (NSW) 

No qualifiers 

 

Utility Dog –Judge: Mr S Schuck (NSW) 

No qualifiers 

 

Utility Dog Excellent – Judge: Ms J Cutts (ACT) 

No qualifiers 

Simone Hey and her Golden Retriever  

demonstrating their Rally-O skills at the  

Open Day 

  

mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au
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     Agility Action 

By Linda Spinaze — Convener 

Hello all CDC agiliteers and members, 

 

The highlight of the past few months has been 

our double Easter trial.  This was the first of the 

60th Anniversary events celebrated by CDC, 

and it was a great success.  We had over 1,000 

entries, and both Saturday and Sunday were 

fine and sunny days.  Our two judges from New 

Zealand provided exciting and challenging 

courses, which were great fun.  Our thanks to 

the many members who assisted with the trial – 

stewards, caterers, course-putter-uppers, 

helpers, and our trial managers Amanda and 

Denise.  And a special thank you to Katrina and 

her team who ran the shop and the BBQ for 

two consecutive days.  Exhausting! 

 

There was quite a lot of lost property handed in 

to the Club Office after the Easter trial.  Much 

of this may be from out-of-town folk, but if you 

have lost something, please drop into the office 

and inspect the lost property box to see if your 

item has been handed in. 

 

We also participated in the 60th Anniversary 

Open Day celebrations on 15th April.  We ran a 

demonstration course twice during the 

afternoon, and then had an easy come-and-

try course for those who wanted to run their 

dogs over a few jumps and through a small 

tunnel. Anne Lewis brought her special come-

and-try course, which was very successful.  

 

We have now purchased two new tyres, which 

now meet the standards required for Dogs ACT 

sanctioned events.  The next step is to buy two 

Broad Jumps, since our old ones no longer 

meet the requirements, and they have a 

broken leg or two.  All our new jumps are 

looking fantastic, and their smart appearance 

make such a difference to the atmosphere of 

the trial. 

 

We had another intake of new agiliteers 

recently, and ten handlers passed the test, with 

nine starting  in Level 1 a few weeks ago.  A 

warm welcome is extended to those handlers, 

and we wish you an exciting and rewarding 

time training your dog to become an agility 

champion! This does take time and 

commitment to training, but it is incredibly 

rewarding.  We currently have 77 handler/dog 

teams registered for classes across all levels.  

Please note that there is no intake during the 

winter months so those of you on the waiting list 

will need to be patient until our next intake in 

August. 

 

On 6-7 July the Dogs Extravaganza will again 

be held at EPIC this year, hosted by Dogs ACT 

(see http://dogsact.org.au/public-welcome/ 

). It will be a two day trial, with agility, jumping 

and games events being run. The judges will 

again be from New Zealand (very popular 

these Kiwi judges!) and we expect there to be 

high numbers of entries. If you’d like to come 

and watch an agility trial come along to EPIC 

at Mitchell on Saturday or Sunday—there will 

also be lots of other sports to see including 

Flyball, Scent work and K9 Disc. 

  

Several times a year the Club participates in an 

inter-club Auslink agility competition.  This 

competition is Australia-wide, and encourages 

agility folk of various abilities to try running a 

course in trial-like but more informal conditions. 

Ask your class instructor if they think that you 

are ready for such a challenge. You don’t 

need to register for Auslink events, just turn up 

with your dog on the day.   

Below: Having a go at the Club’s 60th Anniversary Open Day (Photos: Cathy Vaughan) 

http://dogsact.org.au/public-welcome/
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Agility action … continued

Results from the Agility Trial — 3 February 2018 

Results for members only 

 
Novice Agility Judge: Mr Terry Griffin (ACT) SCT: 600: 68 seconds 

1st  Morningmyst Lord Of The Isle CDX RAE ORA SPD (Golden Retriever) Laraine Frawley 36.53s (600) 

 

Excellent Agility Judge: Mr Terry Griffin (ACT) SCT: 300: 66 seconds 500: 62 seconds  

1st  Pixie AD JD SPD GDX SD (Associate) Denise Stirzaker 37.87s (300) 

1st  Wilson RN AD JDX GD (Associate) Mrs Wendy Hathaway 37.23s (500) 

2nd  Kerodan Triplechoc Surprise AD JDX GD SPD (Border Collie) Amanda Delaney 39.12s (500) 

 

Master Agility Judge: Mr Terry Griffin (ACT) SCT: 200: 69 seconds 500: 63 seconds  

1st  Ch Neut Ch Sintee Dark Tempest RN JDX ADX SDX GDX SPD (Poodle (Toy)) Jill Campain 59.69s (200) 

1st  Illoura Jet ADM2 JDM GD (Border Collie) Greg Collins 40.82s (500) 

3rd  AgCh Kellie ADM32 JDM34 ADO32 JDO42 GDM SPDM SDM (Associate) Greg Collins 57.47s (500) 

 

Open Agility Judge: Mr Terry Griffin (ACT) SCT: 64 seconds 

1st  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara Brown 39.19s 

2nd  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) Lara  

 Sedgmen 41.12s 

5th  Alamoana To Sir With Love (Poodle (Miniature)) Kylie Brown 63.40s 

 

Open Jumping Judge: Ms Lucy Williams (NSW) SCT: 40 seconds 

1st  Illoura Jet ADM2 JDM GD (Border Collie) Greg Collins 17.79s 

2nd  Brunig ADX JDM JDO ADO GDX SPD SD (Associate) Linda Spinaze 22.09s 

3rd  AgCh Kellie ADM32 JDM34 ADO32 JDO42 GDM SPDM SDM (Associate) Greg Collins 24.38s 

4th  Neut Ch Caerhays Glen Keetah CD RAE RM AD JD GD SPD SD (Golden Retriever) Mrs C M Perry 26.71s 

5th  Neut GrCh Caerhays Glen Hamish CD RAE AD JDX GD SPD SD (Golden Retriever) G & Dr P Woodman  

 31.46s 

 

Master Jumping Judge: Ms Lucy Williams (NSW) SCT: 500: 48 seconds  

1st  Illoura Jet ADM2 JDM GD (Border Collie) Greg Collins 28.40s (500) 

3rd  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara Brown 36.18s  

 (500) 

4th  AgCh Kellie ADM32 JDM34 ADO32 JDO42 GDM SPDM SDM (Associate) Greg Collins 37.50s (500) 

5th  Kerodan Miss Meant To Be JDM ADX SPDM GD SD (Border Collie) Amanda Delaney 43.09s (500) 

6th  Neut GrCh Caerhays Glen Hamish CD RAE AD JDX GD SPD SD (Golden Retriever) G & Dr P Woodman 

 47.85s (500) 

 

Excellent Jumping Judge: Ms Lucy Williams (NSW) SCT: 300: 50 s 400: 48 s 500: 45 seconds  

1st  Happylea Upper Class RA JD GD SPD (Chinese Crested Dog) Miss C Kong 21.60s (300) 

1st  Phoebe JD AD (Associate) Christine Rees 24.32s (400) 

Since the last issue The Good Companion, the biennial National Agility Trial has been held at KCC 

Park in Victoria. Congratulations to the ACT representative team (aka ‘A Capital Team’) who 

ventured south for the Teams Event (which was won by NSW): 

• Jill Campain with Toy Poodle ‘Mia’ - Ch Neut Ch Sintee Dark Tempest RN JDX ADX SDX GDX 

SPD 

• Jake Blight with Border Collie ‘Sonic’ - OGrCh TSGrCh ROCh TCh Kityees Sonic UDX RAE ADX 

JDX ADO JDO GDM SDX SPD ET 

• Judith Barlow with Brittany ‘Tae’ - Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid CCD RN GD ORA SPD JC 

• Fiona Fraser with Brittany ‘Mirri’ - Uwish U Were My Material Girl JDM JDO ADX ADO GDX SDX 

SPDX RN 

• Anya Withell with ‘Tilly’ and ‘Lacey’ - Tilly JDM ADX SPD SD GD & Lacey JD AD SD  

 

The Agility Sub-Committee has welcomed Nikki Fallon into its ranks.  Nikki runs a professional dog 

grooming business, so she is well-acquainted with many varieties of our furry friends.  She is also 

involved in horse sports.  I’m sure she will prove to be a valuable asset to agility, with some help 

from her Cocker Spaniel, Mia. 

 

That’s all from the Agility Shed! 
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1st  Lena RN JD AD (Associate) Sharon Bowditch 27.52s (500) 

2nd  Ch Caerhays Glen Bronte RE GD JD (Golden Retriever) G & Dr P Woodman 27.93s (500) 

3rd  Caerhays Glen Kirsty CCD RA JD SD GD JDO (Golden Retriever) G & Dr P Woodman 33.51s (500) 

 

Novice Jumping Judge: Ms Lucy Williams (NSW) SCT: 300: 50 s 600: 48s  

2nd  Neberden Perfectionist (Cocker Spaniel) miss Nicole Fallon 21.51s (300) 

3rd  Alamoana To Sir With Love (monkey) (Poodle (Miniature)) Kylie Brown 23.78s (300) 

1st  Morningmyst Lord Of The Isle CDX RAE ORA SPD (Golden Retriever) Laraine Frawley 17.42s (600) 

Results from the Agility Trial — 3 February 2018 … continued 

Results from the Agility Trial — 6 March 2018 

Open Jumping Judge: Mr Jake Blight (NSW) SCT: 42 sec 

1st  Oliver Brown ADX JDX JDO GDX SPD (Sporting Register) Barbara Brown 26.64s 

2nd  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara Brown 28.88s 

3rd  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) Lara 

 Sedgmen 30.46s 

4th  AgCh Kellie ADM32 JDM34 ADO32 JDO42 GDM SPDM SDM (Associate) Greg Collins 33.75s 

5th  Neut Ch Landmark Why Why Why Delilah RA ADX JDX GD SD SPD (Cocker Spaniel (America))  

 Mrs Anne Lewis 38.14s 

6th  Neut GrCh Caerhays Glen Hamish CD RAE AD JDX JDO GD SPD SD (Golden Retriever)  

 G & Dr P Woodman 39.42s 

 

Master Jumping Judge: Mr Jake Blight (NSW) SCT: 500: 39 s  

1st  Uwish U Were My Material Girl JDM JDO ADX ADO GDX SDX SPDX RN (Brittany) Ms Fiona Fraser  

 38.73s (500) 

 

Excellent Jumping Judge: Mr Jake Blight (NSW) SCT: 400: 40 s 500: 38 s  

1st  Phoebe JD AD (Associate) Christine Rees 36.12s (400) 

1st  Hector AD JD GD (Associate Register) Mrs Therese Smith 37.49s (500) 

 

Novice Jumping Judge: Mr Jake Blight (NSW) SCT: 200: 32 s 300: 32 s 400: 31 s 500: 30 s 600: 32 s 

1st  Neberden Perfectionist (Cocker Spaniel) Miss Nicole Fallon 19.53s (300) 

3rd  Alamoana To Sir With Love (Poodle (Miniature)) Kylie Brown 21.70s (300) 

Results from the Agility Trial — 31 March and 1 April 2018 (Easter) 

Novice Agility Judge: Mr Martin Bush (NZ) SCT: 48 seconds 

1st  Neberden Perfectionist JD (Cocker Spaniel) Miss Nicole Fallon 43.16s (300) 

2nd  Charalandra Loose As Diamonds CCD NRA (Labrador Retriever) Karen Hobson 38.64s (500) 

 

Master Agility Judge: Mr Martin Bush (NZ) SCT: 62 seconds 

2nd  OGrCh TSGrCh ROCh TCh Kityees Sonic UDX RAE ADM JDX ADO JDO GDM SDX SPDX ET (Border Collie)  

 Jake Blight 44.78s (500) 

5th  Flatout Joey ADM JDM ADO JDO GDX SDX SPDM (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 46.06s (500) 

8th  Oliver Brown ADX JDX JDO GDX SPD (Sporting Register) Barbara Brown 50.16s (500) 

9th  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara Brown 53.09s  

 (500) 

2nd  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) Lara  

 Sedgmen 57.59s (600) 

 

Open Jumping Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 53 seconds 4  

1st  Illoura Jet ADM2 JDM GD (Border Collie) Greg Collins 26.65s  

3rd  Flatout Joey ADM JDM ADO JDO GDX SDX SPDM (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 32.14s  

4th  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) Lara  

 Sedgmen 33.21s  

8th  Kerodan Wicca Spirit ADX JDX GDX SPD JDO (Border Collie) Mr R & Mrs A White 36.44s  

11th  ROChTwigworth Jasper (Imp NZ) CDX ORA SD RAE RRD GDX ADX JDX SPDX (Golden Retriever)  

 Laraine Frawley 38.57s  

 

Master Jumping Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 500: 47 seconds  

3rd  Flatout Burn Away AD JDX SD GD SPD (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 46.45s (500) 

 

Excellent Jumping Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 400: 50 seconds  

4th  Phoebe JD AD SPD (Associate) Christine Rees 42.99s (400) 
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Novice Jumping Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 500: 36 seconds 600: 40 seconds 

3rd  Charalandra Loose As Diamonds CCD NRA (Labrador Retriever) Karen Hobson 22.84s (500) 

4th  Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid CCD RN GD ORA SPD JC (Brittany) Judith Barlow 25.32s (500) 

6th  Pepsi (Associate Register) Natasha Sands 25.95s (500) 

2nd  Morningmyst Lord Of The Isle CDX RAE RM ORA SPD (Golden Retriever) Laraine Frawley 30.65s (600) 

 

Master Jumping 2 Judge: Mr Martin Bush (NZ) SCT: 48 seconds 

4th  OGrCh TSGrCh ROCh TCh Kityees Sonic UDX RAE ADM JDX ADO JDO GDM SDX SPDX ET (Border Collie) 

  Jake Blight 31.14s (500) 

11th  Flatout Burn Away AD JDX SD GD SPD (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 40.52s (500) 

1st  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) Lara  

 Sedgmen 39.99s (600) 

 

Excellent Jumping 2 Judge: Mr Martin Bush (NZ) SCT: 49 seconds 

1st  Pixie AD JD SPD GDX SD (Associate) Denise Stirzaker 41.09s (300) 

 

Excellent Strategic Pairs Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 82 seconds 

2nd  Morningmyst Lord Of The Isle CDX RAE RM ORA SPD (Golden Retriever) Laraine Frawley 56.18s 

2nd  Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid CCD RN GD ORA SPD JC (Brittany) Judith Barlow 56.18s 

4th  Daffy CCD RA JDX JDO ADX GD SD SPD (Associate Register) Kelli Edwards 57.41s 

4th  Ch Neut Ch Sintee Dark Tempest RN JDX ADX SDX GDX SPD (Poodle (Toy)) Jill Campain 57.41s 

5th  Flatout Burn Away AD JDX SD GD SPD (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 57.85s 

5th  Ameroo Quiz CD RAE JDX AD GD SD SPD (Sporting Register) Vikki Evans 57.85s 

6th  Neut Ch Landmark Why Why Why Delilah RA ADX JDX GD SD SPD (Cocker Spaniel (American))  

 Mrs Anne Lewis 60.91s 

6th  Wiggles RA AD JDX SPD GD (Associate) Mr Graeme Fennamore 60.91s 

7th  Smokey JD AD GD (Australian Kelpie) Susan Moore 62.55s 

7th  Oliver Brown ADX JDX JDO GDX SPD (Sporting Register) Barbara Brown 62.55s 

8th  Kerodan Triplechoc Surprise AD JDX GD SPD (Border Collie) Amanda Delaney 70.08s 

8th  Kerodan Wicca Spirit ADX JDX GDX SPD JDO (Border Collie) Mr R & Mrs A White 70.08s 

11th  Hector AD JD GD (Associate Register) Mrs Therese Smith 73.33s 

11th  Stylewise Magnum ADX JDX SPD SD (Bearded Collie) Lucy Jesiolowski 73.33s 

 

Master Strategic Pairs Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 86 seconds 13  

5th  OGrCh TSGrCh ROCh TCh Kityees Sonic UDX RAE ADM JDX ADO JDO GDM SDX SPDX ET (Border Collie)  

 Jake Blight 64.14s  

5th  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) Lara  

 Sedgmen 64.14s  

6th  Tobenlee Big Brown Eyes ADM JDM GD SPDM SDX (Brittany) Debra Whitton 66.76s  

6th  Uwish U Were My Material Girl JDM JDO ADX ADO GDX SDX SPDX RN (Brittany) Ms Fiona Fraser 66.76s  

11th  Kerodan Miss Meant To Be JDM ADX SPDM GDX SD (Border Collie) Amanda Delaney 71.23s  

11th  Flatout Joey ADM JDM ADO JDO GDX SDX SPDM (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 71.23s  

 

Excellent Gamblers Judge: Mr Martin Bush (NZ) SCT: 62 seconds 

2nd  Neut Ch Caerhays Glen Keetah CD RAE RM AD JD GD SPD SD (Golden Retriever) Mrs C M Perry  

 60.23s 59 

3rd  Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid CCD RN GD ORA SPD JC (Brittany) Judith Barlow 58.31s 57 

 

Excellent Agility 2 Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 500: 64 seconds 600: 70 seconds 

3rd  Hector AD JD GD (Associate Register) Mrs Therese Smith 52.45s (500) 

1st  El Shamah Arcus RM RAE AD JD SPDX GD SD (Border Collie) Ms Naarilla Hirsch 41.05s (600) 

 

Master Agility 2 Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 500: 76 seconds  

1st  OGrCh TSGrCh ROCh TCh Kityees Sonic UDX RAE ADM JDX ADO JDO GDM SDX SPDX ET (Border Collie) 

 Jake Blight 48.08s  (500) 

5th  AgCh 500 Dazzle UD RE ADM JDM ADO JDO GDM SDM SPDM (Australian Kelpie) Barbara Brown  

 57.82s (500) 

 

Novice Agility 2 Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 600: 70 seconds  

1st  Moonshadow Golden Archer JD SD (Belgian Shepherd Dog (Tervueren)) Heather Mcginness 43.50s  

 

Master Agility 3 Judge: Mr Martin Bush (NZ) SCT: 64 seconds  

3rd  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla) Lara  

 Sedgmen 57.29s (600) 

 

Results from the Agility Trial — 31 March and 1 April 2018 (Easter) … continued 
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Novice Agility 3 Judge: Mr Martin Bush (NZ) SCT: 48 seconds 

1st  Charalandra Loose As Diamonds CCD NRA (Labrador Retriever) Karen Hobson 36.31s (500) 

 

Novice Jumping 3 Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 500: 34 seconds 600: 35 seconds 

3rd  Charalandra Loose As Diamonds CCD NRA (Labrador Retriever) Karen Hobson 26.08s (500) 

4th  Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid CCD RN GD ORA SPD JC (Brittany) Judith Barlow 26.82s (500) 

1st  Morningmyst Lord Of The Isle CDX RAE RM ORA SPD (Golden Retriever) Laraine Frawley 29.66s (600) 

 

Master Jumping 3 Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 500: 43 seconds 600: 44 seconds 

7th  Flatout Burn Away AD JDX SD GD SPD (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesias 39.09s (500) 

8th  Uwish U Were My Material Girl JDM JDO ADX ADO GDX SDX SPDX RN (Brittany) Ms Fiona Fraser  

 40.34s (500) 

1st  Brunig ADX JDM JDO ADO GDX SPD SD (Associate) Linda Spinaze 37.66s (600) 

2nd  Ch Graebrook Dublin Rogue RN ORA ADM ADO JDM JDO GDX SDX SPDX (Hungarian Vizsla)  

 Lara Sedgmen 39.17s (600) 

 

Excellent Jumping 3 Judge: Mr Carl Ranford (NZ) SCT: 500: 42 seconds 600: 44 seconds  

3rd  Neut Ch Caerhays Glen Keetah CD RAE RM AD JD GD SPD SD (Golden Retriever) Mrs C M Perry  

 35.02s (500) 

1st  Moonshadow Golden Archer JD SD (Belgian Shepherd Dog (Tervueren)) Heather Mcginness  

 36.32s (600) 

Results from the Agility Trial — 31 March and 1 April 2018 (Easter) … continued 

 

 

Landscaping, tidying up 

and improving safety in 

preparation for the Club’s 

60th birthday 

 

Photos: Heather McPherson 

and Anne Robertson 
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               Term One Results 
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FOUNDATION TO CONSOLIDATION 

 

Ailsa McManus & Melody 

Alex Klat-Smith & Millie 

Belinda O'Leary & Billie 

Caitlin/Andrew Pianta & Archer 

Caitlin/Andrew Pianta & Boston 

Catherine Edwardson & Nero 

Chris Blackall & Bowser 

Chris DeKort & Dotti 

Chris Klootwijk & Strummer/MC Mauk 

Christie Southgate & Hunter 

Christina/Scott Gee/Powers & Maggie 

Cliff Day & Harvey 

Clive Haggar & Daisy 

Colin Blair & Bonny 

Derek Barrett & Lily 

Elizabeth Bie & Wally 

Elizabeth Scott & Honey 

Erin Stevens /Ross Campbell & Archibald 

Fiona Chaloner & Poppy 

Fiona Klat-Smith & Hunter 

Gabby/Ryan Pidcock & Billy 

Gabi/Tristan Duddy & Hedges 

Graham Pfitzner & Poppy 

Heather Kenner & Ginger 

Isik Caner & Ruby 

Jacki Nagle & Izzy 

Jane Vickers & Penny 

Jenelle Kenner & Reggie 

Jenny Kenchington & Okefenokee 

Jessica McNamara-Rice & Peanut 

Jo Anne Pulko & Nelly 

Jordan Lucas & Jasper 

Judy Dalla & Pepi 

Julia/Gerry Dendrinos & Rollo 

Julie Fraser & Adalyn 

Karen Peters & Ginny 

Kath Hallam & Pablo 

Katherine Morrell & Tomi 

Keith Tracey-Patte/Chloe Baxter & Joey 

Keshena Waterford & Kaida 

Kevin Keegan & Munro 

Kim Dawson & Sarbi 

Kimberley Castles & Rupert 

Kristy Neilbercling & Sailor 

Leila Chalmers & Minna 

Maryam/Stephen Howe & Juju 

Mia Edwardson & Rosa 

Murray Wenham & Murphy 

Nabila Tursun & Benji 

Oscar Ruiz & Asha 

Pat/Adolf Fickler & Maya 

Peter  Wright & Skyla 

Pip/Adam Wilson & Bailey 

Poppy Notaras & Kasper 

Raelene Stewart & Ted 

Ray Livingstone & Molly 

Rikkie/Michael Klootwijk & Ned 

Robert Barker & Kramer 

Rowena/Andrew Sobey & Louie 

Roxarne/Gary Armstrong & Cooper 

Ruby Hammond/Henry Grayston & Rufus 

Russell Derrick & Bonnie 

Russell/Marie-Louise Ayres & Luna 

Ruth Ogilvie & Chance 

Sally Kastel & Alfie 

Sally Middleton & Paddy 

Sharon Haines & Amber 

Sheena Mathews & Aimee 

Shiri Marx & Zeki 

Siobhan/Joshua Clifford & Mars 

Sonia Res & Snow 

Stephen Miners & Heidi 

Stuart Barrow & Hero 

Suiwah Leung & Rex 

Sylvia Richter & Flynn 

Tammara Haines & Pebbles 

Tom Gazard & Cooper 

Tracey Hatchman & Tammy 

Vaughn Melano & Hugo 

Victoria Fitzpatrick/Gorringe & Milo 
 

CONSOLIDATION TO GRADUATION 

 

Amanda McLeod & Nero 

Andrea McCuaig & Lucy 

Anne Robertson & Kilti 

Anthony/Maryangela Carr & Bamsy 

Brandon Wood & Gertrude 

Carol Gisz & Milo 

Colin/Penny Pardoe & Polly 

Daniel/Tess Rooney & Nala 

Dianne/Ray  Gayler & Simba 

Edgar Medcalf & Kasper 

Elizabeth Yoo & Nova 

Emma Boynes & Nalla 

Emma Keightley & Juno 

Gerry Crisp & Tiger 

Gillian Atkin & Chilli 

Heather Mortlock & Milo 

Helen Patrech & Skipper 

Imogen Firmstone & Luna 

Jamie Gale & Roxy 

Jean Dillon & Bonnie 

Jess Groves & George 

John/Magdalena Djorojevic-Ilic & George 

Julie Cardew & Phoebe 

Note: Please notify the Office if you have been promoted and your name does not appear below so 

that we can acknowledge your success in the next issue. 

Results  are based on available documentation. 



Term One results … continued
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Kahlea McGeechan & Mazzy 

Kaitlyn Bradey & Django 

Karen Flegg & Ari 

Kathy Hansen & Griffin 

Kerry Browning/John Kerwan & Hugo 

Khiani Klaus & Kaidan 

Lauren/Jack Cross & Max 

Leanne Harrigan & Milly 

Leanne Smith & Apollo 

Liam/Phoebe Langford & Barney 

Lucy Langshaw & Mac 

Marcelo Munoz & Paxi 

Mark Donohoe & Tinkel 

Mary Cripps & Lottie 

Megan Cole & Hugo 

Natalie Moore/Drew Meads & Boston 

Natasha Sands & Pepsi 

Patsy Morgan & Bowie 

Paul Welsh & Bertie 

Ralph/Angela Frank & Brig 

Ryan Winn & Tilley 

Sarah Musto & Bryn 

Simon Oliver & Livvy  

Stephen Robinson & Cypher 

Sue Hall & Molly 

Thomas McDonald & Jazz 

Tom/Teagan Gaukroger & Koda 

Wendy Lorenz & Yuki 
 

GRADUATION TO COMPANION 

 

Alicia Roff & Tapio 

Amber Beavis/Tom Sapienza & Ruby 

Angharad Lodwick & Pepper 

Anna Godman & Finn 

Bethany Hender & Leia 

Bruce Green & Jasper 

Di Adams & Ernie 

Don Hamer & Dave 

Donna Cameron & Honey 

Dylan Gloury & Remi 

Elizabeth Ormerod & Sheba 

Hien Tran & Arthur 

Jackie Trotter & Lucy 

Janet Mathewson & Alba 

Jeff Kingwell & Bear 

Julia Ballat & Skylar 

Julie Whitmore & Bea 

Katherine Walsh & Koda 

Lawrence Loh & Ruby 

Leigh Nind & Diamond 

Madeline Thorne & Bonnie 

Michelle Henry & Bertie 

Oliver Caddick & Ali 

Rachel Storey & Ginny 

She Hawke & Rosie 

Simone Hobday & Smokey 

Wendy Townsend & Pepper 
 

COMPANION I TO COMPANION II 

 

Andrea Thom & Banjo 

Desley Sharpe & Dudley 

Ian Beckingham & Zoe 

Jacqueline Gee & Rocket 

Jason Cheney & Jack 

Jocelyn Newman & Bridie 

Mike Dukic & Louie 

Tony Frazer & Sully 

Wendy Stewart & Darcy 

Compostable poo bags  
 

Do you take extra poo bags from the dispensers around the 

Club grounds so that you have a ready supply at home? 

 

 

 

 

If you like the bags and want to use them else-

where, please purchase bulk suppliers from the 

PAWS Shop.  

Packs of 50 cost $4.50.  

This will help the Club cover its costs.  

Thank you for your co-operation. 

“Are they still following us?” 



News from the Paws Shop 

By Katrina Morton — Shop Manager 

OPENING TIMES 

Wednesday 10:00am - 12 noon 

Thursday               6.30 -  9.15pm 

Sunday          9:15am  - 12 noon 
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NOW IN STOCK — PUPPINGTON PODS 
 

For everyday fun and sports training  

Awesome stimulating, reward-based toys that will keep your dog in the game ! 

Perfect for training and interactive play.  

They are fantastic at helping to build motivation and drive in game and food loving dogs. 

Watch the videos at https://youtu.be/FNQp3tfJMTU and https://youtu.be/ZhA0Ug7Mksk  

Small—$12.50       Regular—$14,00  

Note: These toys MUST be used under supervision. 

More sizes in stock 

 

FREEDOM 

NO-PULL 

HARNESSES 

Need more control than a Sense-ible or Sense-ation Harness offers? 

We have combined back and front-attach Freedom No-Pull Harnesses 

in Small, Medium, Large and X-Large sizes that may suit your needs. 

Yes, you will still need to train your dog to walk nicely on lead …  

but this equipment will help give you peace–of–mind while you do.  

Interested? Ask for a custom-fitting at the Paws Shop. 

https://youtu.be/FNQp3tfJMT
https://youtu.be/ZhA0Ug7Mksk


See page 49 for a complete list of 

training aids (including food rewards) 

available from the Club’s shop  

 
Food rewards are one of the most important 

aids you can use to train your dog.  It is 

essential to choose treats that your dog really 

likes.  The Club shop sells a variety of oven-dried 

treats including Beef Liver Treats in 150 gram 

bags, Beef and Chicken Meat Balls in 250 gram 

bags, Sweet Potato Strips in 120gram bags, Pigs 

Ears (individually and in bags of 10) and Pigs 

Ear Strips in bags of 12 (suitable for smaller dogs 

and puppies as a chew treat).  If you forget to 

bring your treats to class the shop can provide 

frozen fresh meat and cheese which we will 

defrost in the microwave ready for use.   

  

Use the treats to reward the behaviour that you 

want - and provide a variety to keep your dog 

guessing. And if you want to make your own 

treats have a look at Tipsy’s Famous Recipe 

Corner in previous issues of the magazine 

(available on our website at 

www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-

companion.html. 

  

Of course we have lots of refreshments for  

two-legged Club members as well - barista 

coffee, milk shakes, hot chocolate (with 

marshmallows), homemade cake, toasted 

sandwiches, pies, pasties, sausage rolls and 

much more. We strive to keep our prices below 

retail prices and any proceeds go towards the 

maintenance of the Club. 

 

Come into the Clubhouse and see Katrina and 

Connor for friendly service! And if you have 

ideas for other products the Shop should stock, 

come and have a chat! 
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News from the Paws Shop … continued

STILL IN STOCK 

FORAGE MATS AND TUG TOYS 

 

Forage Mats - Specially for puppies - sprinkle 

some dry kibble in a mat and watch them use 

all their senses to find the food. Great physical 

and mental exercise just $25.00.  For the Flyball 

enthusiast - or just for fun - the PAWS Shoppe 

has a new-style 90cm Tug Toy for $15.00.  The 

Forage Mats and Tug Toys are locally made so 

please ask at the shop if you would like one 

made in your favourite colours. 

NOW IN STOCK 

More Kong products! 

Classic Kongs … and 

Kong Gyro, Wobbler and  

Quest Bone 

http://www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-companion.html
http://www.actcdc.org.au/the-good-companion.html
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Is Your Membership Due ? 

Fees 

Joining Fee (household) $ 80.00 

Annual Subscription  (household) $120.00 

Training Fees (per Dog/per Year) 
• Behaviour Training 

• Obedience Trialling 

• Agility 

• Flyball 

• Dances with Dogs 

• Rally-O 

• K9 Disc 

• Tracking 

 

$ 80.00 

$ 80.00 

$ 80.00 

$ 80.00 

$ 80.00 

$ 80.00 

$ 80.00 

$0.00 

Additional Dog Fee $ 60.00 

Instructors’ Fee $ 30.00 

Casual Visitors Fee (day, week, 

month). Conditions apply—

contact the office 

 

$ 5/25/50 

Contact Us 

Phone 02 6295 7764 

Post PO Box 4048, Kingston  ACT  2604 

Web www.actcdc.org.au 

Office Narrabundah Lane, Symonston  ACT 

• Tuesday-Friday 10:00am-2:00pm 

• Thursday    6:30pm-9:15pm 

• Sunday              9:00am-12:00pm 
 

Office Manager: Marika Mueller  

          CLOSED MONDAY 

Email     contact@actcdc.org.au 

 

We welcome your feedback. 
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Did you join in Term 2 last year?  

If so, your membership is due for renewal. 

 
Are you in Secondary Companion?  

Is your Attendance Card YELLOW or GREEN?  

If so, your membership is due for renewal. 

You can renew online – how easy is that ! 
 

Go to the Club’s website at http://www.actcdc.org.au 

1. Download the Membership Renewal form at 

 http://www.actcdc.org.au/join-the-club.html  

2. Complete the form and send it back to the Club via e-mail 

3. Then pay your fees online using direct credit facilities 

 Bank BSB: 032 729 

 Account: 235628 

 Reference: Your surname and phone number 

 

Make sure your reference will easily identify your payment  

and don’t forget to keep your receipt. 

You don’t even have to leave your house ! 

 

            EFTPOS and PayWave facilities are available 

              Renew your membership at the Club Office 

    No minimum transaction (sorry, no cash out) 

http://www.actcdc.org.au
mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au
http://www.actcdc.org.au
http://www.actcdc.org.au/join-the-club.html


      Class Times (Term 3) 

BEHAVIOUR TRAINING Wednesday Thursday Sunday Assessment 

Level 1 -  Foundation (Puppy) 10:00 -11.00am 6.45 - 7.45pm 9:30 - 10.30am Assessed in class 

Level 1 - Foundation (Adult) 10:00 -11.00am 6.45 - 7.45pm 9:30 - 10.30am Assessed in class 

Level 2 - Consolidation 10:00 -11.00am 8.00 - 9.00pm 10:45 - 11.45am Assessed in class 

Level 3 - Graduation 11.15am -12.15pm 8.00 - 9.00pm 10:45 - 11.45am Assessed in class 

Level 4 - Companion 11.15am -12.15pm 8.00 - 9.00pm 10:45 - 11.45am Assessed in class 

Secondary Companion 10:00 -11.00am - 10:45 - 11.45am Assessed in class 

OBEDIENCE TRIALLING Wednesday Thursday Sunday Assessment 

Obedience Skills 10.00 -11.00am 8.00 - 9.00pm 10.45 - 11.45am Assessed in class 

Obedience Trialling  11:15am -12.15pm 8.00 - 9.00pm 10.45 - 11.45am N/A 

RALLY OBEDIENCE Wednesday Thursday Sunday Assessment 

All levels 10.00 -11.00am 6.45 - 7.45pm - N/A 

AGILITY Monday Tuesday Wednesday Assessment 

Level One - - - Assessed in class 

Level Two  6.45 - 7.45pm - - Assessed in class 

Level Three - - 6.45 - 7.45pm Assessed in class 

Level Four  - - 6.45 - 7.45pm Assessed in class 

Novice 6.45 - 7.45pm - - Trial performance 

Excellent/Masters - 6.45 - 7.45pm - Trial performance 

Agility classes are held in the Trial Rings (1-5). Class times/days vary from term to term 

FLYBALL Tuesday Wednesday Sunday  

Beginners - 6.30 - 7.30pm - Assessed in class 

Intermediate - 7.30 - 8.30pm - Assessed in class 

Advanced 6.45 - 8.45pm - - Assessed in class 

Individual and Competition  

Preparation 
- - 2.00 - 4.00pm N/A 

Flyball classes are held in the Flyball and Narrabundah Paddocks 

DANCES WITH DOGS  Wednesday   

Starterss  6.45 - 7.30pm  Assessed in class 

Intermediate/Advanced  7.30 - 8.15pm  Assessed in class 

DWD classes are held in the Main Pavilion at Queanbeyan Showground AND in the Flyball Paddock. 

Check with instructor for dates and locations. 

K9 DISC   Sunday  

Held in the Narrabundah Paddock  12.00-1.30pm N/A 

No classes will be held in Term 3 
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 Club Activities 

BASIC BEHAVIOUR TRAINING 

 
The Club offers four levels of behavior training 

classes for all breeds and ages of dogs to learn 

how to behave appropriately at home and in 

the community. These classes will help you 

understand how your dog learns and will teach 

you how to train your dog to be a good 

companion. The focus is on teaching practical 

life skills such as learning to relax, walking on 

lead without pulling; to come when called; to 

sit and lie down on cue; to wait politely at 

doors and gates; to calmly meet people; and 

to socialize appropriately with dogs and 

people. You will need to ring up to book your 

dog in (see Office contact details on page 50). 

You should do this several weeks in advance of 

your desired entry date to ensure that you will 

get a place. Dates for the next course can be 

found in the Calendar (see page 53). 

 

DOGS-AS-THERAPY 

 
Members and their dogs visit nursing homes to 

provide pet therapy for the residents. If you 

have a dog that is people and dog friendly 

and isn’t fazed by noise and movement this 

activity might be for you. 

 

COMPETITIVE DOG SPORTS AT THE CLUB 

 

Obedience Trialling – Obedience Trials 

(competitions) aim to demonstrate a high 

degree of handler-dog team work and 

precision over a range of exercises at different 

levels of skill. Exercises include heelwork, 

retrieving, scent work, taking directions a 

distance and stays. Dogs must have passed the 

Graduation level of basic training (Level 3) to 

be admitted to the entry-level trialling class. 

 

Rally Obedience –  Rally-O is an obedience 

competition that requires the handler and dog 

team to negotiate a course in the heel position 

and to perform various manoeuvres such as sits, 

downs, stands, stays and various turns. Handlers 

are able to praise their dog while it is working. 

Dogs must have passed the Graduation level of 

basic training (Level 3) to participate in Rally-O 

classes. 

 

Agility – This is a dog sport where you teach 

your dog to negotiate different obstacles such 

as jumps, tunnels, see-saws, A-frames, dog 

walks and weave poles.  Once you have 

gained some basic skills, the challenge is to 

learn how to ‘steer’ your dog from one 

obstacle to another on a course, and the 

courses change each time so that you and 

your dog are constantly being challenged to 

improve your skills. To start training dogs must 

be at least 14 months old to ensure the dog’s 

skeletal and musculature system is strong 

enough; physically sound and not overweight; 

and under control off-lead around other dogs 

and activities (however no minimum basic 

training level is required). 

 

Flyball – In this sport dogs clear four hurdles, 

release a ball from a ‘box’, and return to their 

handler over the hurdles.  It is a fast and furious 

team sport that ball-mad dogs really enjoy.  

Dogs must be at least 12 months old to ensure 

the dog’s skeletal and musculature system is 

strong enough; physically sound and not 

overweight; and under control off-lead around 

other dogs and activities (however no 

minimum basic training level is required). 

 

Dances with Dogs – In this sport handlers take 

obedience skills to a new level by performing 

routines to music with their dogs. All you need 

to get involved is a love of music, the desire to 

have a great time with your dog and a 

commitment to rewards-based training. DWD is 

suitable for handlers of all ages and dogs of all 

breeds, sizes and ages.  

 

K9 Disc – This sport involves a dog chasing, 

catching and retrieving a flying disc (such as a 

Frisbee) thrown by its handler. As training 

progresses, handlers and dogs can learn and 

compete in distance, freestyle and games 

events. Discs are available in a variety of 

weights and diameters to cater for dogs of 

different sizes. Dogs must have completed 

basic training at Graduation level (Level 3), be 

at least 14 months old and physically fit to 

participate. 

 

Tracking – This most natural of dog sports 

involves the dog following a scent trail left 

behind when a person walks across grass and 

other surfaces. Tracking is only conducted 

during the cooler months due to the risk of 

snakes. The Club provides an information 

session in autumn and organizes ‘peer-support’ 

training to help members get started. 

 
For more information on any of these activities refer 

to the relevant contacts on page 12 or leave your 

name at the Club Office  

(see page 50). 
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     Calendar of Events 2018 
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JULY Sun 1 CDC Term 2 Behaviour Training classes end 

  Wed 4 CDC Term 2 Behaviour Training  classes end  

  Thurs 5 CDC Term 2 Behaviour Training  classes end 

  Fri 6* Epic Advance Dog Sports Extravaganza 2018 

  Sat 7* ACT School holidays start / Epic Advance Dog Sports Extravaganza 2018 

  Sun 8* Epic Advance Dog Sports Extravaganza 2018 / Illawarra Dog Training Club Inc 

Obedience trial  

  Fri 13  Clubhouse and grounds closed - spraying  

  Sat 14* Clubhouse and grounds closed - spraying follow-up / Queanbeyan and  

District Dog Training Club Obedience Trial * 

  Sat 21 CDC 60th Anniversary Instructors Dinner / CDC Tracking Trial / Albury & Border 

Kennel Club Obedience Trial*  

  Sun 22* Albury & Border Kennel Club Rally-O Trial  

  Mon 23 ACT School Term 3 starts  

  Wed 25 CDC Term 3 Behaviour Training classes start / Session 3 agility ends 

  Thurs 26 CDC Term 3 Behaviour Training classes start 

  Sun 29 CDC Term 3 Behaviour Training  classes start 

  Mon 30 Closing date for written notices of motion to be submitted to Secretary for 

tabling at the Annual General Meeting (other motions may be presented at 

the AGM with the resolution of the meeting) 

  Tues 31 Committee meeting – clubhouse  

AUGUST Wed 1 Agility intake assessment (session 4) 

 

Sat 4* Tuggeranong Dog Training Club Agility Trial / Shoalhaven Dog Training Club 

Obedience and Rally-O Trial  

  Sun 5* Shoalhaven Dog Training Club Rally-O Trial 

  Mon 6 Agenda for Annual General Meeting posted in the clubhouse /  Session 4 

agility commences 

  Mon 13 Closing date for submission of nominations for 2018-19 Committee 

  Sat 18* Belconnen Dog Obedience Club Agility Trial  

  Mon 20 CDC Annual General Meeting — clubhouse 7.30pm  

  Tues 21 Dogs ACT Annual General Meeting 

  Sat 25* Belconnen Dog Obedience Club Obedience Trial  

  Tues 28 Committee meeting – clubhouse  

SEPTEMBER Sat 1 CDC Obedience Trial  / ACT Gundog Society Obedience Trial 

  Sun 2 Father's Day - classes held 

  Fri 7 Flyball Competition (set up) - TBC 

 Sat 8 Flyball Competition  - TBC 

  Tues 11 CDC Agility Trial (evening)  

  Sat 15* Kyeamba Kennel and Training Club Obedience and Rally-O Trial, Wagga 

Wagga 

  Sun 16* Kyeamba Kennel and Training Club Obedience and Rally-O Trial, Wagga 

Wagga 

  Sun 23 CDC Term 3 Behaviour Training  classes end 

  Tues 25 Committee meeting – Clubhouse 

  Wed 26 CDC Term 3 Behaviour Training  classes end  /  Session 4 agility ends / Agility 

intake assessment (session 5) 

  Thurs 27 CDC Term 3 Behaviour Training  classes end 

  Sat 29 ACT School holidays start 



 

Off-lead exercise at our Club 
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 Read the gate signs. 

 Play safe - use common 

sense in the off-lead 

areas. 

Always ask and gain 

permission from 

everyone before going 

into an area that is 

already occupied. 

  Enter on lead and 

remove the lead while 

your dog is sitting. 

  Move well away from 

the gate to avoid 

crowding. 

  Keep moving to 

minimise tension and 

scuffles between dogs. 

  Stay alert and keep an 

eye on your dog. 

  Always reward your 

dog for coming to you. 

  Avoid using balls and 

other toys if the area is 

crowded or dogs 

become excited. 

  Leave immediately if 

your dog becomes 

anxious, or is annoying 

or aggressive towards 

other dogs. 

  Limit your time to 15 

minutes if other 

members are waiting to 

use the area. 

  Always clean up after 

your dog. 

 

NOTE: The Narrabundah 

and Flyball Paddocks 

are not available for  

off-lead use 30 minutes 

before or after training 

classes.  

Always read and follow the Club’s rules for using the off-lead areas. 

Read the gate signs and the poster on the Club’s outside noticeboards. 

You MUST follow the directions of Club officials when asked. 


